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(ABSTRACT)

Optimal rigid-body angular maneuvers are investigated, using restricted control

moments - a problem inspired in the context of rotational maneuvers for

super-maneuverable aircraft. Most of the analysis is based on the formulation

with no direct control over the roll component of angular velocity. The present

research effort is conducted in two phases. ln the first phase, optimal control of

angular rates is closely examined. The second phase deals with the problem of

optimal attitude control.

Optimal rigid-body angular rate control is first examined via an approximate

dynamic model. The proposed model admits analytical solutions of the

optimality conditions. The analysis reveals that over a large range of boundary

conditions, there are, in general, several distinct extremal solutions. Second-order

necessary conditions are investigated to establish local optimality of candidate

minimizers. Global optimality of the extremal solutions is discussed. ~

Next, the optimal angular rate problem is studied using the exact dynamic model.

Numerical solutions of optimality conditions are obtained which corroborate and



extend the findings of the approximate problem. The qualitative feature of

multiple extremal solutions is retained. Several of these extremal solutions did not

satisfy the Jacobi necessary condition. The choice of minimizing solution could

be narrowed down to two sub·families of extremal solutions. A locus of Darboux

Points is obtained which demarcates the domain over which these two

sub·families are globally minimal. ·

The above studies look at minimum control ejfort families of extremal solutions.

As a next step, we examine the minimum time control of angular rates, with

prescribed hard bounds on available control. Existence of singular subarcs in

‘ time-optimal trajectories is explored. Qualitative features exhibited by the exact

problem are preserved. In addition, the control space is deformed to allow roll

control and its effect on extremal solutions is investigated.

In the next phase, we introduce the kinematics into the optimal control problem.

Minimum time attitude control of a rigid-body is investigated with prescribed

hard bounds on available control. The attitude of the rigid-body is defined using

Euler parameters. Existence of singular subarcs in time-optimal trajectories is

explored. A numerical survey of first·order necessary conditions reveals that

there are several distinct extremal solutions. The character of extremal solutions

depend whether pitch or yaw motion assumes the dominating role in controlling

roll motion. Moreover, certain spatial symmetries are identified. Maneuvers such

as a Roll Around the Velocity Vector and Fuselage Pointing are analyzed.
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Chapter 1: Introduction .

1.1: An Overview '

In this study we investigate the optimal control of rotational motions of a rigid

body, using thrust vectored control moments. The preceding statement has

several key words which require some explanation. The term rigid body implies

an idealization of a real body which, in general, undergoes deformation when it

is subject to forces. However, the assumption of rigidity is permissible if the

changes in shape are negligible compared to the overall dimensions of the body

or to the "overa1l" changes in the position of the body [1,2]. In this study, the

rigid body of "interest" is a combat aircraft and the study of its "overall" motion

is of concern.

Moreover, in the study of dynamics, the term rigid-body dynamics relates to

six-degree-of·freedom motion as opposed to point mass dynamics which deal only
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with translational motion. Chasle’s Theorem [1] states that any general

displacement of a rigid body can be represented as a translation plus a rotation.

It is often possible to divide the problem of rigid body motion into two separate

phases, one concerned solely with the translational motion of the body, the other,

with its rotational motion. In the present study, we only deal with the rotational

motion of the rigid body.
·

The term optimal control suggests that out of the many possible ways of

performing a desired rotational maneuver using the available control, we pick the

one which extremizes a given performance index. The available control, moments

in our case, are obtained by vectoring the thrust force, which has some

distinguishing features. The optimal choice of control is obtained using the

Minimum Principle of variational calculus [3,4,5,6,7]. '

The above discussion loosely delines the class of problems investigated herein.

There are several gaping questions yet not addressed. For example, what are the

desired rotational maneuvers ? What is the metric, i.e., performance index of

interest ? What are the distinguishing features of available control generated by

thrust vectoring ? Naturally, the answer to these details lies in the engineering

problem which provoked the present study.

The need for analysis of this class of problems arose in the context of a proposed

new concept for the next generation of combat aircraft. These tighter aircraft,

sometimes referred to as super-maneuverable aircraft or highly agile aircraft, are

cirnpror ir Introduction 2



being designed to perform controlled maneuvers, called super-maneuvers, beyond

today’s conventional flight boundaries. This enhancement of performance is

achieved by incorporating new technologies. As one can imagine, there are a

plethora of issues which need to be sorted out for a successful development of a

new concept. In the next sub-section, we introduce the notion of the

super-marzeuverable aircraft.

1.2: Super-maneuverable Aircraft °

A review of air combat scenario for the latter part of this century and early next

century, carried out at Messerschmitt-Bölokow-Blohm GmbH (MBB) under the
‘

leadership of W. B. Herbst, revealed the need for a new tlghter aircraft. These

studies, started almost two decades ago, are based on results of extensive
U

unmanned and manned computer simulations of air combat. The models used

in these simulations included modern/projected air·to·air weapon technology [8],

_ such as the all-aspect short range (SR) missiles, a more capable gun and coupled

flight/fire control capability and a new generation of auton0mous/

semi-autonomous radar guided medium range (MR) missiles. Simulation studies

showed a signitlcant change in "dynamics" of air combat [9], necessitating a

departure from classical design requirements for a flghter aircraft.

The new requirements for air superiority called for a radical expansion of

maneuvering flight envelope for the fighter aircraft. The all-aspect nature of SR
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weapons, employed in low subsonic Within Visual Range combat situation, leads

to an increase in importance of instantaneous maneuver capability over the

classical sustained performance [9]. On the other hand, the MR missiles with

autonomous terminal phase and semi-autonomous mid-course guidance,

employed in Beyond Visual Range combat demand a maneuvering-type combat

in the supersonic regime. A solution for the conflicting requirements demanded

of this new tighter is presented by Herbst in [10]. This solution requires the

combination of three key technologies : Digital Fly-by-wire control, the

aerodynamic advancements of delta wings and super-maneuverability.

The term super-maneuverability introduced by Herbst [10], describes the

" combined post~stall (PST) and direct force (DFM) capability, PST

represents the aircraft to perform controlled tactical maneuvers beyond ·

maximum lift angle of attack up to at least 70 deg; DFM represents the

ability of the aircraft to yaw and pitch independently of flight path, or

to maneuver at constant fuselage attitude. "
I

~

Fighter aircraft with conventional aerodynamic control surfaces cannot perform

tactical maneuvers beyond the maximum lift angle of attack. This is due to the

fact that flow separates causing the conventional aerodynamic control surfaces

to lose their effectiveness. In addition, low dynamic pressure contributes to a

further loss of control power. These factors result in instability/ trim problems

for the aircraft and cause departures from controlled flight. To overcome this

crmpm 1: rnimdmaon 4



problem additional reaction control systems are required. Studies at MBB

showed that PST maneuvers of tactical value are characterized by high pitch and

yaw rates in the post-stall maneuvering regime. A solution offered by Herbst [10]

is to deflect the thrust vector, e.g. a vectored nozzle, to augment the pitch and

yaw control power.

Computation of optimal trajectories for a high T/W ratio aircraft with PST

capabilities was carried out by Well [ll]. This study was carried out to

investigate whether PST capability improves performance for turning maneuvers.

Minimum time trajectories, aiming to return to the point of departure at the same

airspeed and altitude but with opposite heading, could be achieved in less

airspace and maneuver time for an aircraft with PST capabilities. The slicing

maneuver was found to be a typical PST maneuver, offering time advantage over

conventional aircraft. The slicing maneuvering technique developed by the

MBB-study pilots consisted of a pull up to approximately 90 degree angle of °

attack, followed by a quick reaction controlled yaw (as viewed in body axes)

which produced a roll about the flight path. The slicirzg maneuver is potentially

_ a maneuver of significant tactical value.

In about the same time period, it was discovered in the course of F—l4 flight

testing that the aircraft could be pulled up to 55 degrees angle of attack in

transient maneuvers and to 30 degrees in steady state, without pitch-up and

wing-dropping tendencies, unlike other high-speed fighter designs. The aircraft’s

high level of effective dihedral hindered rolling in the post-stall regime, limiting
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the extent to which the high·alpha maneuvering capability could be exploited.

In a research program at David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and

Development Center, yaw vanes were installed on a Navy F-14A. These vanes,

designed by David Lacey, offered a practical means of thrust vectoring. Flight

test results indicated an increased roll response due primarily to the enhanced

yaw control power. For a standard F-l4A, it takes almost 30 sec to roll 90

degrees am a 40-degree angle of attack flying near 130 kt. The yaw-vane equipped

F-14A can perform the same maneuver in 5 sec, as is reported in [12]. Moreover,

the 90-degree roll maneuver could be performed in around the same 5 sec at ,

_ varying high angles of attack and slow speeds.

A manned one-on-one simulation study [13] was carried out at NASA Langley

Differential Maneuvering Simulator. A reaction control equipped aircraft

engaged in a duel against an identical non-reaction controlled aircraft. The

results of the study showed a 4 to 1 Time on advantage (TOA) ratio in favor of

reaction control equipped aircraft starting in a neutral position. TOA ratios were

1.66 to 1 and 28 to l when the reaction controlled aircraft was placed at a

disadvantage and advantage respectively.

The operational need and utility of super-marzeuverable aircraft is well

established, based on the results of combat simulation. The technological

feasibility of achieving super-maneuverability has been demonstrated to a certain

extent, e.g. thrust vectoring. Several research programs are currently underway,

notably the Rockwell International/ MBB X-3lA enhanced tighter
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maneuverability demonstrator, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency/

Navy enhanced fighter maneuverability program, USAF’s Flight Dynamics

Laboratory program on supenmaneuverabilirv [14] at Wright·Patterson AFB and

the F/A-18 High Angle-of-Attack Research Vehicle program at NASA Langley

Research Center. These programs have opened new vistas for research in many

diverse tields. In particular, challenging research opportunities exist in the area

of generation and analysis of optimal trajectories for this class of vehicles.

1.3: Trajectog Optimization for Super-Maneuverable Aircraft

The endeavor of trajectory optimization for super-maneuverable aircraft is to

understand, analyze, and characterize the super-mqneuvers, using a systematic,

accurate yet a tractable procedure. Studies of this nature may be used for

. i) obtaining new maneuvers.

ii) providing a baseline for systematic comparison to manned simulations.

iii) pilot training.

iv) synthesis of guidance and control laws.

The issue of mathematical models representing the aircraft’s dynamics is central

in optimal trajectory analysis. There is usually a trade-off between the tidelity

of the model and the associated difticulty in analysis. Studies of optimal flight

usually employ dynamic models based on point-mass equations of motion.

Chapter I: Introduction 7



lnherent in such models is the singular perturbation idea which has its basis in

the conventional flight mechanics wisdom that the aircraft’s motion about the

center of mass is fast compared to its translational motion (Short Period vis-a-vis

Phugoid frequencies). Indeed, point mass models and lower-order models, e.g.

energy models are adequate in ordinary circumstances. However, in the context

of yet largely unexplored domain of super-maneuvering, maneuvers of interest

such as the slicing maneuver first appeared in six degree·of-freedom (DOF)

manned simulations. Fuselage pointing maneuvers are imbedded in the

rotational degrees of freedom. Thus, to understand these maneuvers, there is a

fundamental need to study optimal rigid-body rotational motions.

To encompass all the possibilities of super-maneuvering would require a most

detailed description of aircraft dynamics, based on the six-DOF model. The

generic six-DOF model consists of three force equations of motion describing the

translational motion of the center of mass and the three moment equations

describing the rotational dynamics about the center of mass. In addition, a set

of three trajectory equations are required to track the position of the center of

mass. lf one ignores the variations in atmospheric properties with position, then

these coordinates are "ignorable", as they do not appear on the right-hand side

of the differential equations. To describe the angular orientation with respect a

reference coordinate frame, three Euler angles may be used. However, in order

to avoid the singularity that arises in the Euler angle rates when cos(0) vanishes,

it would be judicious to use Euler parameters (four variables) to represent the

angular orientation. The controls, variables which are chosen and are not
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governed by differential equations, comprise of usual aerodynamic surface

deflections, throttle setting, and a model of thrust vectoring (e.g. nozzle swivelling

angles). Thus, the state in this generic model consists of ten coordinates, if Euler

parameters are used and position coordinates are not retained in the model. The

equations describing the evolution of the state are coupled and highly nonlinear.

It is well known that the application of Minimum Principle leads to a set of

differential equations whose order is twice that of the state equations. Moreover,

the boundary conditions are usually mixed and even in the simplest situations,

generation of optimal trajectories requires a solution of a nonlinear two-point

boundary-value problem. If there are constraints on the state and/or control

variables, which is quite often the case, then one usually ends up with a

multi-point boundary-value problem. The solutions of these problems are

obtained numerically using iterative procedures. In general, the numerical

solutions are difficult to obtain, especially so if one does not have apriori

knowledge about the character of the optimal solution. Thus, these detailed

models come along with the "curse of dimensionality”.

It is the opinion of the author, that solutions of complex optimal control

problems, such as the trajectory optimization problem for super-maneuverable

aircraft, should be approached in a step-by-step fashion. An inside-out approach

is adopted in the present study. This approach starts out with identifying a

"simple" model which incorporates some distinguishing characteristic of

"interest" in the original problem. This problem is analyzed and special features

Chapter- 1: Introduction 9



of its solutions are noted. The model is then successively refined by adding more

details, until solutions of the "larger" problem are obtained. This is underlying

philosophy in which the present research effort may be perceived. In the next

subsection, we elaborate on the above ideas.

1.4: Scope of Present Study

The objective of the present study is to understand the rotational maneuvers for

a rigid aircraft, performed in some optimal sense, using only thrust vectored

control moments. These moments may be thought as being generated by

deflection of the thrust force, assumed to be applied at the aft end of the fuselage.

Deflection of this force in the plane of symmetry is used for generating pitching °

moment and a yawing moment is obtained by deflection of the thrust force out ·

of the plane of symmetry of the aircraft. However, no rolling moment can be

_ generated using this simple scheme. If one considers a twin-engine configuration,

_ engines being located on either side of the centerline at the aft end of the fuselage,

then ddferential deflection of the thrust force may be used to generate rolling

moment. However, even in this scheme, the available roll control is going to be

small since the moment arm is small.

For the major portion of this study, we consider the case of zero roll control.

Accordingly, the available control moment may be thought of as a point in the
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M, N plane. This distinguishing feature of available control renders the problem

of control of angular motion with some intriguing features, since the rolling

motion is controlled only indirectly through pitch and yaw motions.

Optimal rigid—body rotational maneuvers were first studied in the context of

spacecraft attitude control systems. The rotationaldynamics about the center of

mass of a rigid body are governed by the familiar Euler equations. These

governing equations have quadratic non-linearities due to gyroscopic

cross·coupling terms. In this and following paragraphs, we summarize someofthe

related optimal control studies existing in the literature. Athans and Falb [15]
A

investigated the time-optimal and fuel-optimal angular velocity control of an

axisymmetric rigid body. As a direct consequence of symmetry, the gyroscopic

cross-coupling term along the axis of symmetry (spin axis) drops out, which

decouples the angular velocity component about the spin axis (spin motion) from -

the other two components of angular velocity. Thus, the spinning motion may

be controlled independently. For constant values of spin, the other two

components of angular velocity are governed by a reduced second-order system,

which is a harmonic oscillator. In Ref. [15], several different control schemes for

the oscillator are compared. Furthermore, it has been shown in Refs. [15] and [6]

that a time-optimal feedback law can be synthesized for regulating the angular

momentum, for an asymmetric rigid body under special controller constraints.

Optimal linear feedback laws are obtained by Debs and Athans [16] and Dwyer

[17] in closed-form for regulating the angular momentum of an arbitrarily
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rotating asymmetric rigid body. The linear time-invariant feedback law is

optimal with respect to a quadratic cost functional in angular momenta and

control torques. Further in Ref. [16] nonlinear feedback laws are obtained which

are optimal with respect to some non-quadratic cost functionals. Their method

of solution is based on the " inverse problem " of optimal control. ln a more

recent study, Golubev and Demidov [18] have investigated minimum-time and

minimum-control effort rotation stoppage for an asymmetric spacecraft. General

solutions have been obtained in explicit form, using a family of first integrals of

the unperturbed rigid-body Euler equations. The closed-form feedback law are

applicable to a fairly general class of problems, with some restrictions on the

actuator influence coefficients.

Optimal large-angle attitude maneuvers for a rigid asymmetric vehicle are
i

investigated by Junkins and Turner [19]. A relaxation process is presented to

obtain solutions of arbitrary boundary conditions starting with analytica}

solutions for single axis maneuvers. Carrington and Junkins [20] obtained a

polynomial feedback law for large angle attitude maneuvers. Minimum time

attitude slew maneuvers of a rigid spacecraft are obtained by Li and Bainum [2}].

In all the above mentioned studies, the interesting possibility of controlling

arbitrary angular motion, in the absence of direct control over one of the angular

velocity component, is not explored. The underlying assumption in the previous

studies is that the control torquers have direct influence over each of the three

components of the angular velocity.
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In the following study, the first part deals with the control of angular rates of the

rigid body and the latter part investigates the problem of attitude control, using

only pitch and yaw controllers. The problem of angular rate control is studied in

three phases. ln the first phase, the problem of rigid-body angular rate control

is examined via an approximate dynamic model. The approximate dynamic

model consists of two simple integrators, representing the pitch and yaw

dynamics and a bilinear isoperimetric constraint, representing the roll dynamics.

The approximate problem admits analytical solutions of the first-order necessary

conditions for optimality and reveals an elaborate extremal solution structure.

_ Second·order necessary conditions are examined to verify the local optimality of
i

the extremal solutions. The formulation, analysis, and important results for this

phase of study are contained in Chapter Two.

In the second phase, we investigate the problem of angular rate control based on

the exact dynamic model, i.e., the Euler equations of motion. The solutions of

the first-order necessary conditions for optimality, formulated with the exact

dynamics are obtained numerically. These solutions corroborate and extend the

findings of the approximate problem. Further, local optimality for the candidate

minimizers is verified by examining the second-order necessary conditions. The

analysis for this phase is presented in Chapter Three.

In the above two studies, we examined the minimum control eßfort families of

extremal solutions, with no prescribed hard bounds on the available control

moments. A reasonable measure of merit, in the context of super-maneuverable
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aircraft, is the time required to execute a prescribed maneuver. Thus, in the third

and final phase of angular rate control, we examine the minimum time problem

with bounded control moments. Numerical solutions of the first-order necessary

conditions are examined. Qualitative features, exhibited by the extremal solutions

obtained in the above two phases of study, are retained. Chapter Four deals with

the minimum time problem.

Next, the problem of minimum time reorientation of the aircraft is studied. ln this

problem, we control the attitude of the aircraft, in addition to its angular velocity.

The attitude of the aircraft is defined using the Euler parameters. Hard bounds

on the available control are prescribed. Several maneuvers of interest in the

super-maneuverability application are examined. This problem of optimal control

is rather intricate; however, the "road map" provided by the first part of this

study makes the analysis tractable. In Chapter Five we investigate the minimum

time reorientation problem.

u
The approach adopted, throughout the course of this study, is to keep the

analysis and results fairly general. This is achieved by ample use of scaling.

Whenever possible, the system parametcrs, such as the moments of inertia and

the bounds on the control variables, are absorbed by transforming the state and

control variables. The idea is to reduce the number of parameters appearing in

the analysis of optimal control problem. While such an approach has several

obvious merits, there are some pitfalls too. For instance, the transformation

process is problem dependent. In other words, depending on the optimal control
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problem, it may be meaningful to transform the variables in a given fashion. As

has been indicated earlier, there are four major optimal control problems

analyzed herein, in the following four chapters, each a little more complex than

the one preceding it. In an effort to avoid confusion in nomenclature, variable

names are to be interpreted in the context of each chapter. For instance, the
i

variable p, has different mathematical meaning in each of the following four

' chapters; however, its physical meaning is the same, i.e., transformed roll

component of the angular velocity. Thus, each chapter may be treated

independently, complete in itself. Naturally, the price one pays for clarity is a

certain amount of repetition. .
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Chapter 2: Approximate Problem

2.1: Introduction

Preliminary investigation of the minimum time and minimum control eßort

problems for a rigid body with pitch and yaw controllers showed some rather

intriguing phenomena. In an effort to enhance our general understanding and

also address some apparently inexplicable features of the these problems, we

suggest an alternate approximate problem. The approximate problem seems to

retain the important characteristics of the original problem, yet it admits

analytical solutions and is thus more amenable to analysis. In the following

sections, we define the approximate problem and present an analysis of the first

and second—order necessary conditions for optimality.
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2.2: Motivation

Consider the rotational dynamics of a rigid body in a body-fixed coordinate

system. The coordinate system is centered at the center of mass of the body and

aligncd along its principal axes. Let p, q, and r denote the components of

angular velocity, namely the roll, pitch, and the yaw rates. Assume the body is

free of all external moments except the applied control moments. Then, the

so-called Euler equations of motion are:

p-Jxqr + T
[2.2.1]

X

q = 1,pr + ¥ [2.2.2] _
.v

r=1,pq +
é/— [2.2.3]

4 2

I — I 1 - [ I, - I
here J=-äi-,J=L—i,J=——L,andW X 1, X 1, X 1,

1,, 1,, I, are the principal moments of inertia.

L, M, and N are the rolling, pitching, and yawing moment,
respectively. Wc shall consider the case when L(t) is identically
zero.

The problem is to find the controls M(t) and N(t) to perform an arbitrary

point-to·point maneuver (from a given fixed value to another in the state space)

in a prescribed time g , while minimizing the control ejfort. That is, the

performance index is
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z„¢ = %V[M2 + N2]dt. [2.2.4]
0

The above problem we shall label as the exact problem. The class of minimum

control eßort problems for linear systems is formulated and discussed by

Neustadt in Reference [22].

Note that the roll motion is controlled indirectly through the pitch and yaw

motions. This particular characteristic endows the problem of control with some

intriguing features. Further, for some initial and final conditions for p, q , and

r, the cross-coupling terms J}. pr in the q equation and the Jzpq in the r

equation may be ignored compared to the control moments, M and N,

respectively. The resulting approximate equations are

p = 1,, q r [2.2.5]

q =¥ [2.2.6]
.v

r:-li [2.2.7]
lz

Since p is now an ignorable variable, equation [2.2.5] can be identitied with an

isoperimetric constraint. Further, in this approximate model the q and r
‘

dynamics are governed by two ürst-order integrators, equations [2.2.6] and

[2.2.7]. The problem of control remains the same, i.e., we seek to perform a
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point-to-point maneuver in a given time g, while minimizing the control ejfort.

This problem we will label as the approximate problem.

Suppressing, for the moment, some details, the Maximum Principle was applied

to the exact and the approximate problems, and the resulting two-point

boundary-value problem solved numerically using a multiple·shooting algorithm.

The following numerical data was used : Ix = 0.16174, Iy = 0.86524 and I, = 1.0

, the initial states are prescribed to be p(0) = 0, q(O) = 1 and r(0) = 1, the tinal

states to be p(g) = q(g) = r(y) = 0 and the maneuver time, y= 2.0. The resulting

' extremal trajectory and control histories are shown in Figure [1]. It is evident

from these plots, that there is a good qualitative agreement between the exact and

the approximate problems. We wish to emphasize that the suggested

approximate problem captures in a qualitative sense, some of the interesting

features of the exact problem of controlling rigid-body angular velocity with two

controllers.

2.3: Problem Statement

In this section, we have a general formulation of the approximate problem. The

state equations consist of two first-order integrators:

_ ß = ayü [2.3.1]
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Q = ¤=zQ [2.3.2]

with (ü, $)6U = 922. We seek to perform a point-to-point maneuver, i.e.

20) =20 ma =2f [2.3.2]

2(o) = 20 2(09 = 2, [2.3.4]

while minimizing the performance index J

. 1J = f0f[(¤¤„19)2 + (¤,,¤’>)2]dr [2.3.6]

subject to an isoperimetric constraint:
‘

. Ü A A ^ozly zdt = 2 [2.3.6]
0

Q
where ay, az, and oz, are non-zero constants characterizing the rigid body,

a„ and cz, are non-zero constants defining a generalized control
eßort, and

2 is the prescribed value to the isoperimetric constraint.

Note that the nonlinear isoperimetric constraint on the states ß and E renders this

problem more interesting than an otherwise well-understood LQR problem.
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2.4: Derivation of the First-Order Necessary Conditions

The problem stated in above section, may be formulated and analyzed for

first·order necessary conditions for optimality, in several different ways. We

choose, for convenience, the Mayer formulation. In this formulation the

constraint and the cost appear as additional states x and c, respectively. First,

we would like to point out that some of the constants which appear in the above

problem may be absorbed using the following transformation. Let,

au A av A A - A auav ^= — = ——··· = = { =l-Z. 2.4.1y ayy z dzz u ozuu v ocvv ayazal [ ]

Now, the problem stated in the above section simplities to,

x =y z ' [2.4.2]

y = u [2.4.6]

6 = v [2.4.4]

6 = 4};- (u2 + V2) [2.4.6]

where the controls u(.) and v(.) are real-valued functions. We seek to minimize

c(y) for prescribed values of y , subject to following boundaiy conditions:

x(@ — x(O) = ( [2.4.6]
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y(0) =y0 and y(zy) =yf [2.4.7]

z(O) = z0 and z(y) = zf [2.4.8]

c(0) = 0 [2.4.9]

Note a solution of the scaled problem has a one-to-one correspondence to the

solution of the general problem, equations [2.3.l] - [2.3.6]. In all subsequent

analysis, we shall deal with the scaled problem. We can identify y with Iy q and

z with Izr in equations [2.2.6] and [2.2.7]. The isoperimetric constraint, with

appropriate scaling is analogous to equation [2.2.5].

Following the usual practice, we define the variational-I-lamiltonian af as,

A [2.4.10]

where A0 is the adjoint variable associated with the cost

Ay, A, are the adjoint variables associated with the states y, z
respectively, and

p is the Lagrange variable associated with the isoperimetric
constraint.

If we assume normality, we can scale A0 such that A0(t) E 1.
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The first-order necessary conditions for optimality states that an optimal control

(u*, v*) , is one which minimizes the Hamiltonian af over all possible controls

(u, v) . We obtain, quite simply, the extremal control u*, v* as,

u°°°(t) = - tja) v*(z) = - .t;(z) · [2.4.11]

where the adjoint variables Ay and A, satisfy
1

Äy=—pz Äz=—py _ [2.4.12]

Note the problem is regular, since the matrix of the second partial derivatives of

.>t" with respect to controls u, v is the identity matrix. Thus, the

Legendre-Clebsch condition is strictly satisüed.

Analytical Solutions '

The equations [2.4.3] and [2.4.4] along with algebraic conditions [2.4.11] and the

adjoint equations [2.4.12], form a set of four first-order linear homogenous
n

equations, which can be readily integrated. Further, these equations may be

represented by a single fourth-order homogenous equation of the form :

Q? — „2 da = 0 [2.4.12]

where ¢> is any one of {y, z, 2.,,, A,}. For u ¢ 0 solutions of equation [2.4.13] are,

in general, linear combinations of circular and hyperbolic functions. It can be

verilied that for positive u, we have
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[2 4 14]
C . D ° ‘

[2.4.15]
ll

where the constants A, B, C, and D are given in terms of known initial conditions

and unknown initial costates as follows :
i

A = MO) · ^2<°> A _ — ll 1210) — yam
2

_
2 [2.4.16]4,10) + A210) - 11 (210) + y(o))

C 2 2 ·2 2

The isoperimetric constraint [2.4.6] may then be evaluated as

- 2 gi 2 gi ..2 Li _._"“2J*TV
2-—(A+A+C—A)2A+(A A)

A +
4 14 2

2 sinh 2 „/E t

4 14 2 ll

[cosh2„/gg- 1]

and the corresponding cost c(y) of the extremal can be evaluated as
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2 2 t 2 sin 2 „/Z 1*
C(9·)=(A2+'%l*+C2—%) %.'+(A2—·§/T) -

ll

D2 Si“h2«//TV A B [2.4.18](C24-;) ;—; [cos2„/Zt -1]+
4 4 \/L- 2p f

_ %lQ·I:cosh2„/;Ty—l]

Similar equations can be obtained for the case when p < 0. These will be referred

to as equations [2.4.l4'] - [2.4.18’].

It is entirely conceivable that for some boundary conditions, yo, z„,yj, zf , and I,

the isoperimetric constraint is "naturally" satistied. This is the degenerate case

which corresponds to 11 = 0. Some discussion of this special case is presented in

the next section. 4

In principle, extremal solutions may be obtained for some given data

yo, zo, yj, zf, g, and I by "solving" for p, „1y(0) and , ).,(0) making use of equations

[2.4.14] · [2.4.17]. Recall that these equations have been derived for positive 11,

‘
while some boundary conditions may require negative values of p , in which case

equations [2.4.14’] - [2.4.17'] will yield meaningful "solutions" ( real values for

l,,(0),).,(0) and Ill ). ln any case, these are nonlirzear transcendental algebraic

equations, and as one may suspect, we may have more than one solution. In the

next section we will show how these multiple solutions yield extremals belonging

to different extremal sub-families.
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2.5: Extremal Families

The extremal solutions of the approximate problem are in general, a six parameter

family of solutions. Recall that extremals are paths that satisfy the usual

first-order necessary conditions. ln the present case these take the form

[2.4.14]-[2.4.18]. Of the many choices for these parameters, one may choose for

instance, y, yo, zo, I, yf , and zf as these six parameters. As it turns out, the

above parameter list is not adequate to describe all aspects of the problem. It is _

Ü convenient, at times to choose 1}, yo, zo, ,u, A , and C as a parameter list to

provide a "better" insight. ln this section we will show that for a given set of

initial and final conditions, there are, in general, several distinct extremal

solutions. The number of distinct extremal solutions, each of which has been

classified to belong to a distinct sub-family, depends on the boundary conditions.

By the way of numerical examples we shall characterize each sub-family of

solutions. For the sake of clarity and ease of algebra, we shall confine our

attention to the following case of the general problem:

i) We consider only those extremals which originate at the origin, i.e.,

yo = 0, zo = O . By virtue of this assumption, the constants B
’

and
’

D are

zero.

ii) We shall analyze completely the case when { = 0. In terms of analogy to

rigid-body angular motion (section 2.2) this implies a maneuver where the
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initial and final values of roll rate are the same, for example, when

p(¢6) = pw) = 0-

Making use of the above and evaluating [2.4.14] and [2.4.15] at 2} , along with the

isoperimetric constraint [2.4.17], we obtain the following algebraic conditions:

A c 0 [2.5.16]

6},/E - A sm,/I}+ c $11111,/I}: 0 [2.5.12;]

0 [2.5.16]

By restricting our attention to the class of solutions satisfying (i) and (ii), we have _

narrowed the parameter list down to three. For particular values of g, y}, and

z}, we can in principle, obtain an extremal by finding constants A, C and 11 which

satisfy equation set [2.5.1]. Further, one can construct simple analytical

arguments showing that if the product y}z}> 0 (i.e., the point (y}, z}) is in first or

third quadrant of the y} — z} plane) then 11 must be strictly positive for real

solutions of Ay(0) and „l,(0). Similarly, we can establish that if the product

y}z}< O then ßl must be strictly negative for real solutions of the initial costates.

Next, we will proceed to obtain the domain of reachable points (y}, 2}) in a given

time 2}, along extremal paths. We shall distinguish three distinct categories of

final conditions y} and 2}, and analyze each separately.
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Case 1 yf= 0, arbitrary zf

This is a degenerate case of a single integrator. lt is evident that y(t) E O, by

virtue of (i) and (ii). ln this case p =0, since the isoperimetric constraint is

satisfied trivially. The problem reduces to driving z to its final state zf, in the

prescribed Q. Since v is unbounded, all points zf are reachable (by extremals) in

. given Q. Similar arguments hold true for the case when zf= 0, and yfis arbitrary.

This is a case of considerable interest.
‘By

virtue of' (i) and (ii), the roles ofy and

z are completely interchangeable without affecting the control problem.

Furthermore, y(t) and z(t) cannot be identical since we must maintain

f61 y zdt = 0. With this intuitive background in mind, we will analyze this case

in detail. Rewrite [2.5.1] as,
'

yf„/QT = —A sm %- - c sinn [2.5.2a]

zb/E = A sm % - c sinh % [2.5.2b]

%· = i „/_/(w) [2.5.26]

_ sinh w — co =where j(w) = -9ü_ Sm w and w - 2,/;-: Q.
Note that f(w) > 0 V co > 0, so taking the square root in equation [2.5.2c] makes

sense. The condition yf = zf = k , other than zero can be satisfied only if
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w = 2\//ig: 2m: where n=l,2,... [2.5.3]

and the constants A and C can be evaluated as

A = C 2 C = — % . .dz „/fl M)
I

k( ?)SmhM [254]

Note :

a) for each value of n, there exists two solutions for A corresponding to the i

signs, yielding two different extremals. In particular for each n, the two

solutions corresponds to cases where the roles of y(t) and z(t) are identically

interchanged.

b) Given k and zywe can always find a A and C (in fact we can find countably

many). So all points on the line yf= zf are reachable (by extremals).

c) Corresponding to each rz , the cost c(y) is the same for the two solutions.

Thus the line yf= zf may be thought of as a locus of "super" Darboux points

[23].

To facilitate notation, we attach labels to each extremal solution. We classify a

particular extremal to belong to a sub·family of extremals based on the value of

Il and the associated sign in eqn.[2.5.4]. Thus for n = 1, positive and negative

sign yield extremals belonging to the z - type and y - type sub·family of extremals,

respectively. In short, these are referred to as the z - type or the y - type extremal.

This nomenclature is based on the observation that the isoperimetric constraint
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requires that the sign of the product yz change on the interval [0, g] . lf one of

the variables remains of a single sign then the other must be more "dyrzamic" or

control-like. In the 2 ( or y) - type sub-family, the state variable z ( or y) assumes

the role of control-like variable for the isoperimetric constraint. For n = 2,

positive and negative sign yield extremals belonging to the zy - type and y z - type
h

sub-family respectively. In 2y · type sub-family, first z then y assumes the role

of control-like variable. For rz = 3, we get members of zy z - type and y zy -

type sub-family corresponding to the positive and negative signsrespectively,and

so forth. We hope the ensuing numerical examples will help clarify the

nomenclature.

Example 2.1 _

For yf= zf= 1 , and y= 2.0 secs., the following extremals are presented. 4

i) rz = 1 Using negative sign in [2.5.4], we get the solution labeled as y -.type

' extremal which has cost c(y)¤l.5767. Fig.[2] shows the relevant trajectories.

U
For positive sign in [2.5.4], we get the z - type extremal, which may be

envisioned by interchanging y and z state variables and u and v control

variables in Fig.[2].

ii) rz = 2 _ Using negative sign in [2.5.4], we get a y z - type extremal with cost

c(y)=3.l4l6. Fig.[3] shows the relevant trajectories. For positive sign in

[2.5.4], we get the zy - type extremal.
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iii) n = 3 Using negative sign in [2.5.4], we get the y zy - type extremal and

cost c(g)·.z4.7l24. Fig.[4] shows the relevant trajectories. For positive sign in

[2.5.4], we get the z y z - type extremal.

Case 3 yf, zf arbitrary

We shall now show, depending on the valuesyf and zf, we may have one extremal

solution, two extremal solutions, and so forth. As we tend to the case yf= zf

the number of extremals increases and when yf= zf there are countably many

extremals. Using [2.5.2], we establish the following equations : _

Y! . . Y! 1 . .—·= ..2 —=·———· ...- .. ..zf F(w) + sign in [2 5 c] zf Fw)
sign 1I'l [2 5 2c] [2 5 5]

sinhsinwhere
F(oa) E —§———————- _

$11111 % - . mw) $111 fg-

The curves F(w) and are plotted as a function w in Figs. [5a] and [5b] 1

_ respectively. These plots unfold the rich structure of this problem. The following

information can be deduced from these plots.

a) If lg-< Fy:0.36 ( see Fig. [5a] ) there exists only one solution for co, as is

evident from Fig. [5b]

b) If -;;;> F,,'( E Tl- z 2.78) (see Fig. [5b]) there exists only one extremal
11

solution
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c) If F,, < g < F,,' there exists two or more extremal solutions

d) Given any y}, z} there is, in general, more than one solution to equation

[2.5.5]. It turns out that the extremal solutions arising from the solution for

w along the arc a b in Fig. [Sa] are the z - type extremal; along the arc b c the

extremals are the zy - type; along the arc c d the extremals are the zy z - type;

and so forth. Similarly, extremal solutions arising along the arc a' b' in Fig.

[Sb] turn out to be of y - type; along the arc b' c' as the y z · type extremals;

and so forth.

e) Another key observation is that for > 1 the z - type extremals are globally _

minimal and for
% < 1 the y · type extremals are globally minimal. The cost

of the z - type extremals is always less than the cost of the zy - type extremals,

zyz - type extremals, and so forth. Similarly, the cost of the y · type

extremals is always less than the cost of the y z - type extremals, y zy · type

extremals, and so forth.
I

Example 2.2 .

Sample extremal trajectories are obtained for the case when

y}: 0.8 z}: 1.0 1}: 2.0 secs. The y - type extremal provides the global

minimum and has a cost c(1})¤l.l254. Fig.[6] shows the relevant time histories.

The z - type extremal had a cost c(g)=1.4392. The zy - type extremal had a cost

c(g)=2.3269, while the zy z - type extremal had a cost c(g)·:4.0927 .

Figure [7] shows schematically the domains of existence of some of these

sub-families.
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Some properties of extremal solutions

We now restrict our attention to those sub-classes of extremal solutions, which

amount to scaling of the boundary conditions prescribed in any of the preceding

three categories. Symbolically we may think of the left side of the system [2.5.1]

as defining a vector·valued function G :

G(yf,zß%;1,A,C) : Q_]_><Q+><Q_]_><Q+><Q><Q —» Q3

where, Q+ = {x I x 2 0;x6Q }. If G(yj, zf, Q, p, A, C) = {O} then we say that

A, C, and jl are a local solution of [2.5.1] for prescribed values ofyj, zj, and Q,

Hypothesis ·

For a given yß, zß, and Q, let A], C], and Iu] be such that :

#1:

A1:Property1. Scaling yf and zf

Let yß = lyn, zh = lzß and = , where Ä. is a real number, not zero, then:

[ll, A2 C2
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It is evident then, if we scale the boundary conditions such that the ratio
(-Jg)

remains fixed, the extremal solutions for this entire sub-class of boundary

conditions may be obtained by merely scaling one of its members.

Property 2. Scaling of final time y

Let yß = yß, zh = zß and % = 1% , where 1 is a positive real number, then it can

be shown:

u A C _ A C ,u
{0},1.E.,It

follows then the extremal solutions for this sub-class of boundary conditions

may be obtained by scaling one of its members.

Property 3. Monotoncity of cost with y

As a direct consequence of Property 2, we can show the following important

property of cxtremal solutions. Holding the boundary conditions yf and zf fixed,

if we scale the final time yas t'f = 1 y ,then it can be shown that:

cw)
C(f'-/·)

=Inparticular, if we increase ( decrease ) the final time, holding the boundary

conditions yf and zf fixed, then cost decreases ( increases ). This seemingly

obvious result is not necessarily true for all nonlinear systems. Using reciprocity
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arguments, we can obtain minimum time solutions for a given maximum value of

control ejfort, by picking the smallest time g such that c(zy) does not exceed the

prescribed maximum effort.
U

Here we digress to mention that the analysis for the case when the value of the

isoperimetric constraint, J, is other than zero, has been omitted for reasons of
J

brevity. However, we would like to, point out that multiple extremal solutions

exist, which are similar in character to those found above. In addition, there is

an emergence of a new type of extremal, one in which y(t) E-z(t). Also, the

envelopes containing the various extremal sub-families in the space of boundary

conditions, yf, zf, J, and g, are quite intricate. Moreover, for large values of J, the

approximate problem departs significantly from the exact-problem, since the

cross-coupling terms which were ignored, become significant.
‘

We have seen from the two examples presented in this section, that we may

perhaps have a host of candidate minimizers. It is, therefore, imperative that we

test the second-order necessary conditions to establish local optimality for these

candidates. ln the following section, the Jacobi test is developed to test candidate

extremals. ·
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2.6: Second-Order Necessary Conditions - Jacobi Test

Investigation of the first-order necessary conditions have shown that, there are,

in general, several distinct candidate minimizers. Now it remains to establish,

, whether or not, each of these extremals also furnishes a relative minimum. The

task of establishing local optimality for these extremals leads to the examination

of second variation. In the classical Calculus of Variations, the Jacobi condition

provides a check for non-negativity of second variation. A test extremal without

comers, satisfying the strengthened Legendre-Clebsch condition is assured of

local optimality if it passes the Jacobi·test successfully. These ideas have been

extended to the more general problem of normal nonsingular optimal control by

several investigators, notably Breakwell and Ho [24], Moyer [25], Kelley and

Moyer [26], and Jacobson [27].

It has been well established that for extremals with end points sufticiently close

together, the strengthened Legendre-Clebsch condition ensures the non-negativity

‘ of the second variation, thus for such extremals, if the Legendre-Clebsch

condition is strictly satistied, it yields a weak relative minimum [26]. For

extremals of finite length, however, the examination of second variation for all

admissible neighboring paths leads to an analysis analogous to the

accessory-minimum problem of the Calculus of Variations. The crux of the

accessory-minimum problem, described best by Kelley and Moyer, " amounts
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to a search for a system of admissible variations, not identically zero, which offers

the most severe competition in the sense of minimizing the second variation, If

a system of ( nonzero ) variations can be found which gives to the second

variation the value zero, then it clear that a neighboring path is competitive and

that the test extremal furnishes at best an improper minimum of J and at worst

merely a stationary value. The ürst value of ·t= t* >t0 for which such a

nontrivial system can be found defines a conjugate poir1t."

Recall that the approximate problem is regular, i.e., all its extremals satisfy the

corzvexizy condition. Thus it sujjices to show that if a test extremal satisties the
l

second-order test, it provides a relative minimum. Following the procedure

outlined in Reference [26], the accessory·minimum problem for the approximate

problem, equations [2.4.2]-[2.4.9], is stated as follows. -The equations ofvariation,

obtained by linearizing the equations [2.4.2]-[2.4.5] about a test-extremal are : -

öac =yöz + zöy 1:2.6.1]

ay = au [2.6.2]

az = av [2.6.3]

$6 = uöu + vöv [2.6.4]

We seek to minimize the second variation,

. z ·az; = Y} I f[2uöyöz + 20(aß + övz) ]d: [2.6.6]
0
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over all possible admissible variations. The Euler-Lagrange equations for the

accessory-minimum problem are obtained to be,

66 = 0 [2.6.6]

661), = - (pöz + zöu) [2•6-7]

62, = — (pöy + yö;2) [2.6.8]

620 = 0 [2.6.9]

while the minimum principle for the accessory·mir1imum problem gives

ÖH = - —L (62, + 6620) [2.6.10]
*0

66 = — ä- (62, + 6620) [2.6.11]
‘

0

Since, we are seeking competitors of the test·extremal, the variation, if admissible,

must satisfy the boundary conditions of the test-extremal, i.e.,

Ö.X(O) = O öy(0) = 0
Mo) = 0 MO) = 0 [2.6.12a]

and,

öx(t = 0 öy(t = 0f) f)
[2.6.126]

ÖZ(lt/) = 0 ÖÄOOY) = O
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Here we digress to mention that there exists a first integral

d (pöx + lyöy + lzöz + Äoöc) = 0

or,

pöx + lyöy + lzöz + loöc = constant [2.6.13]

which may be verified by differentiation and using the relevant equations.

Making use of the boundary condition [2.6.12a], we can evaluate the constant to

be zero. Further, if we evaluate [2.6.13] at y, we get,

»l0(g«) öc(y) = 0 [2.6.14]

Since „lo(g~) was prescribed to be unity ( using the normality assumption ), öc(y)

must be zero.

The equation [2.6.13] has an interesting geometric interpretation. If we think

about the locus of end-points obtained by extremals, originating from a fixed

point in the state-space ( the origin in our case ), stopped at fixed final time, the

three-dimensional manifold defines the isochronal hypersurface or the wavefront

[25]. The variations öXT= (öx öy öz öc) lie in the tangent manifold of the

wavefront. Thus, the adjoint vector must be normal to the wavefront.
’

The equations [2.6.1] - [2.6.4] and [2.6.6] · [2.6.9] is a set of linear, although

time-varying, differential equations, which along with the optimality conditions
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[2.6.10] - [2.6.11], and the boundary conditions defined by [2.6.12a], and [2.6.12b]

constitutes a two-point boundary-value problem. Note that the trivial solution

satisfies all the necessary conditions and provides the minimum value for öl}

equal to zero. Furthermore, zero is the global minimum of öl}, as can be verified

by straightforward integration of equation [2.6.5], using the Euler-Lagrange

equations for the accessory minimum problem. Therefore, our search for

competition, reduces to finding a non-trivial solution of the above-mentioned

linear two-point boundary-value problem. However, we must specilically exclude

those solutions which amount to a mere scaling of the adjoint vector of the test

. extremal.

Owing to the linearity and homogeneity of the state and adjoint variations, we

may express the state variation in terms of the unspecified initial values of the

adjoint variations, as follows,

6x(t) 6x(t) 6x(t) 6x(t)
614 6,1},6 6,126 6,106 _

öx(t) 6y(t) 6y(t) 6y(z) 6y(t) öp(0)

öyw _ @# @1,. @*:0 @*0. wo) [2 616]
öz(t) @20) @20) @20) @20) ö,12(0) ° °

6,126 6106 öÄ0(0)
öÄ0([) ÜÄOU) ÖÄ0(l‘) ÖÄOU)

6;; 6).},6 6}.26 6,106

If for any g], we can find a non-zero set of initial adjoint variations such

that the column vector on the left is zero, then a non-trivial solution of the
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accessory minimum problem is possible. The time tc is then the conjugate time.

For the purposes of locating the conjugate time, we may use the vanishing of the

determinant of the test matrix as the criteria. Further, the last equation amounts

to scaling of the multiplier lo + 6).0 , therefore we may delete the last row and

column of the above matrix without affecting its rank. The question of whether

° or not a particular extremal is locally optimal, now reduces to studying whether

the following sub-matrix has a drop in rank on the interval (O, y].

Q. Q. Q.
ölu 8).},0 ölzo

. Q Q. L
öp 6}.},0 ölzo

lf @(1) has full rank, or alternatively if I<D(t)I ¢ 0 vte(0, y], then the extremal

passes the second-order test successfully, and the test extremal does indeed _

furnish a relative minimum. If I<I>(tc)I = 0 for some t,6(0, y] , then neighboring
”

competition exists and the local optimality of the t€St extremal is in question; The

elements of the test matrix <D(t), or the sensitivity of the states with respect to the
V

initial adjoints can be obtained analytically and are easily shown to be the

following :

-‘lJE—=
——L(A2sin2„/Zt + C2sinh2„/Zt) + L4-i(cos2„/It + 2)öy 8 ll? (M2

[2.6.171:]
2)

411
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%§—=—(A+C)3—;;— + —-l-?(Asin2./Ä-1+ Csinhz./1-1) [2.6.17b]
yo 4,113-

[2.6.176]
z° 4/lE-

2 ll 2 [2.6.1761]
—ä(A cos./11-t+

'
[2.6.176]

yo 2x/Z

ä’l———L*./-1 *11./- [2 7]11 — sm 111*)
A

.6.lf

ä-= — —%—(A sin./1Tt- Csinh./Zt) +
2 117 [2.6.17g]

gf?. = #(6111 ./1- 1 - 611111 ./E 1) [2.6.1711]
116 2 ll

[2.6.171]
26 26/1-

The determinant can then be evaluated as
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7
-s|«1>(:)|;5 = A2—

(2,/;t)2cosh„/Zt]

Now we can state the following criteria,

Conjugate point criteria

Ufor a given test extremal, characterized uniquely by the constants A, C, and p,

there exists a time t,6(0, y] , such that I<D(t,)I = 0 , then tc is Iabeled to be the

conjugate time and the point (t„,x(tc),y(t„), z(t„)) is said to be conjugate to

(0,0,0,0) . ·

The major result of the investigation of the second-order necessary conditions for

the approximate problem is that all the extremals which were labelled to be zy -

type, yz - type, zy z - type extremals, and so forth, were found to satisfy the

above mentioned conjugate point criteria. All these extremal types, although

satisfying the stationarity conditions fail the second-order necessary condition,

and are thus not minimizing solutions. Further, it was ascertained

computationally that all the extremals of the zy - type or y z - type (extremal

solutions along the arc bc in Fig.[5a], or arc
b’c’

in Fig.[5b]) had one conjugate

point, extremals of zyz - type or y zy - type had two conjugate points, and so

forth,
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A less general result than above may be deduced analytically using equation

[2.6.18]. For strictly positive values of the argument „/Zt, we may rewrite

equation [2.6.18] in the following form :

l
4

r 6:2 [2.6.19]

where,

gl(\/Zt) = sin,/;Tt(2„/It + sin2,/Zt) — (2,/;Tt)2cos,/-it

Note,

i)11) 0 v 0

Thus the term outside the bracket in [2.6.19] is positive for positive arguments.

The sign of the right hand side ( RHS ) of the [2.6.19] is governed by the signs

of g,(„/Zt) and sin „/Z t and the relative magnitudes of their coefficients. The

function t) is positive for the range 0 < „/Et < COC/2.Ü (where 6%:9.0) and

has a zero crossing at 2,/Zt = CDC. It is evident that, irrespective of the values of

A and C , the RHS can never be zero if 2,/171* 6 (0, 21:) and must have a zero

crossing if
2,/;:-

t exceeds the value of 6%. Therefore all extremals with w < 21:

(recall 60 can never have a conjugate point and extremal solutions
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with co > wc must have at least one conjugate point. For values of co in the

range 21: S w S wc, the relative magnitudes of A and C determine whether or

not a particular extremal has a conjugate point. lt is interesting to note that the

above mentioned grey area starts when the extremal loses its global minimality,

i.e., at the Darboux pointi . It is also comforting to have the reassurance that

over the entire positive range ofyf/zf and 1}, we have at least one extremal solution

which satisües all the necessary conditions for local minimum.

Further, the above analytic development of the Jacobi necessary condition was

corroborated with the computational procedure based on the difference-quotient

scheme suggested in Ref. [26]. Also, the second wavefront normal was

constructed as suggested by Moyer in Ref. [25], and the collinearity of the two

wavefront normals was used as a benchmark to verify all aspects of the computer .

program. Further, it was veritied the wavefront normals switch from parallel to

anti-parallel at the so called envelope contact point, or the conjugate point. The

conjugate point conditions of the Theorems [3.1], [4.1], [4.2], [4.3], and [4.4] of °

Ref. [25] were all found to be satistied. This geometric approach provided

exceptional insight of the second-order necessary conditions and proved to be an

excellent procedure to test for them.

T Instances of Darboux Points in extremal trajectories are reported in Refs. [28]

and [29].
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It may also be noted that the test for sufticiency conditions for a local minimum,

presented by Bryson and Ho (Ref. [3]), based on the backward sweep method or

the Riccati type solution of the accessory minimum problem, did not prove to be

successful due to the following reason. The state weighting matrix of the LQR

I problem, Hxx in eqn.(6.l.l6) in Ref. [3], turns out to be an indefinite matrix for

the approximate problem, irrespective of the test extremal. It is well known that

in such cases, the boundedness of the solution of the Riccati equation is not

guaranteed. In fact, the less stringent sufficiency conditions for the boundedness

of the solution of the Riccati equation given by Jacobson in Ref. [27] were not

satisüed for the approximate problem. It was found that, with the exception of

few special cases, the Riccati equation had a tinite escape time, usually well

before the conjugate time, if there was one. It was pointed out in Ref. [3],

unboundedness of the solution of the Riccati equation did not necessarily violate

the conjugate point criteria, and the approximate problem serves yet another
I

testimony to that fact.
h

«

‘ For purposes of illustration a typical example is presented. For the case when

yf= 0.8, zf= 1.0, and y= 2.0 (Example 2.2), the z - type extremal and the y -

type extremal did not have any conjugate points. The zy - type extremal had a

conjugate point at tc = 1.5305 sec. The zy z - type extremal had conjugate points

at td = 0.9417 sec and tc, = 1.5937 sec.
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2.7: Concluding Remarks

In this Chapter we analyzed the approximate problem. This problem retains the

qualitative features of optimal control of rigid·body angular motion with two

controllers aligned along its two principal axes of inertia. Any motion about the

third axis must be controlled only indirectly. A survey of the first-order necessary

conditions for optimality for the approximate problem showed an elaborate

extremal structure. A classification in terms of sub-families of extremal solutions

is presented. It is shown that over a large range of boundary conditions, there

are in general, several distinct candidate minimizers. This rich extremal structure

is inherent of the state equations, since qualitatively speaking, the roles of state

variables y and z in influencing the indirectly controlled state x, may be

interchanged. Some interesting properties of' the extremal solutions are also

deduced.

Analysis of the second-order conditions showed that we could narrow our choices

for the minimizing solution down to two sub·families of extremals. The domains

of reachability for these two sub-families is also established. Analytic arguments

based on the conjugate point criteria showed that there exists at least one

extremal solution over the entire range of final conditions, which passes the

Jacobi test. Moreover, the locus of Darboux points are obtained, which are found

to demarcate the domains over which the two sub-families were globally minimal.
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The overall understanding of the approximate problem serves to provide

guidelines in sorting out extremal sub-family structure of controlling the

rigid-body angular velocity with two controllers.
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Chapter 3: Exact Problem

3.1: Introduction ·

In this chapter we investigate the problem of optimal angular rate control, using

the exact dynamic model. In the following sections, we define the considered

optimal control problem and present an analysis of first and second-order

necessary conditions for optimality.

3.2: Problem Statement

The exact-problem, introduced in the previous chapter, is restated in this section.

Consider the rotational dynamics of a rigid body in a body-fixed coordinate

system. The origin of the coordinate system is located at the center of mass of the

body and the axes are aligned along the principal axes. Let aux, wy , and w, be
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the components of angular velocity, denoting the roll, pitch, and the yaw rates

respectively. Assume the body is free of all external moments except the applied

control moments. Then the Euler equations of motion describing the rotational

dynamics of the rigid body are :

. -
uX

c0x=]_xC0yC0z + T
[3.2.]]

X

. uy
my = Jy mx mz + T

[3.2.2]
Y

. ul

mz = JZ mx my + T [3.2.3]
Z

I — I [ — [ Ix — I
where J=—);i,J=L-i,J=—-·—L,and

" Ix Y I}, ' I,
lx, Iy, I, are the principal moments of inertia, and

ux, uy , and u, are the rolling, pitching, and yawing moment,
respectively. We shall consider the case when ux(‘r) E O.

We seek to perform an arbitrary point-to-point maneuver (from a given fixed

point in state space to another) in a given time 1}, while minimizing a weighted

integral norm on control, defined to be the control ejfort, as follows

r
..¢’—l— f[(uu)2+(0z )2]dt [324]”

2 y y Zuz ° ‘
0

where ay and oz, are non-zero control weighting parameters.
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Note the parameters of the above stated optimal control problem are :

i) boundary conditions, namely : wx(O), wy(0), w„(O), wx(y), wy(g), w,(g), and ay

ii) inertia characteristics : Ix, Iy, and I,
„

iii) ratio of control weighting parameters :Z

In an effort to consolidate the ensuing results for a wide spectrum of applications,

we consider the following scaled version of the above stated problem. Assuming

that I, > Iy > Ix, which is typically true for combat aircraft configurations, we

define the following transformation :

p=cpwx q=cqcoy f=C,.wz

C ¢ ‘ [6 2 6]
-1 - .; · ~M-Iy uy N—]z

uzwherecp =
„/Jy’

J2' , cq = ,/Jx'
J,’

, c, =
„/Jx’ Jy’

, and

J„’
= — lx, Jy' = Jy and

J,’
= — J, .

The equations of motion, equations [3.2.1]-[3.2.3], are transformed to

_b = — q r [3.2.6]

4: pr + M [3.2.7]

I r‘= — pq + N [3.2.8]

For a particular choice of the ratio of control weighting parameters,
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fi = nieaz Cr Iy °

whereby we weight equally the control influence in q and r equations, the control

eß’ort, equation [3.2.4], transforms to,

1 9
.1 = jf [M2 + N2 ]dr. [3.2.9]

0 .

The problem of control remains the same, i.e., we seek to perform a point-to-point

maneuver in a given time ty, subject to dynamics given by equations [3.2.6]-[3.2.8],

while minimizing the control effort, given by [3.2.9]. The parameters for this

problem are the initial and final conditions of the states p, q, and r, and the final _

time y . We wish to emphasize that the scaled problem retains the important

ingredients of the unscaled problem, while reducing the number of parameters to

be considered in analysis. All subsequent analysis pertains to the scaled problem.

3.3: Derivation of the First—Order Necegag Conditions

For convenience, we analyze the above stated problem for first-order necessary

conditions for optimality, in the Mayer formulation. ln this formulation the cost
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appears as an additional state, c . We seek to minimize c(y) for a given

point-to-point maneuver in a prescribed time y. The state equations are :

p = — q 6 [6.6.1]

q= pr + M [3.3.2]

i=—pq + 1v [3.3.3]

6 = ä
(M2 + N2) [3.3.4]

where the controls M(.) and N(.) are real-valued functions, with no prescribed

bounds. The boundary conditions are prescribed to be :

12(O) =126 and p(q)=pf [6.6.6]

q(0) = qo and q(rf) = qf— [3.3.6]

r(0) = 60 and r(q)=rf [3.3.7]

6(o) = o [6.6.6]

Following the conventional practice, we define the variational-I-Iamiltonian J?

as,

- $2. 2 2af-
2

(M +N )+).p(—qr) + lq(pr +M') + ).,(—pq +N). [3.3.9]

where lo is the adjoint variable associated with the cost, and

Ap, lq, and A, are the adjoint variables associated with the states
p, q, and r, respectively.
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Using a version of Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle, which states that an optimal

control (M*, N*) is one which minimizes the Hamiltonian J? over all possible

controls (M, N) , we derive, quite simply the extremal control M*, N* as,

M*(r) = - ,1;‘,(1);.1;°,‘(r) [3.3.10]

1v*(:) = — J.:(t)/J.ö(t) [3.3.11]

where the adjoint variables Jo, J.,,, J.,,, and J., satisfy

L10 = 0 [3.3.12]

1,, =--lqr + 1,q [3.3.13]

2,, = Apr + 2,p [3.3.14]

J,). = lpq — lqp l:3.3.l5]

lf we assume normality, the transversality condition gives

low) = 1, [3.3.16]

and we obtain Jo(z) E 1 by integrating equation [3.3.12]. Further, the problem is

regular, since the matrix of the second partial derivatives of af with respect to

controls M, N is the identity matrix. Thus, the Legendre·Clebsch condition is

strictly satistied.
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The state equations, equations [3.3.1]-[3.3.4], the adjoint equations, equations

[3.3.12]-[3.3.15] along with extremal control [3.3.10]-[3.3.11] and boundary

conditions defined by [3.3.5]—[3.3.8] and [3.3.16], constitute a nonlinear two-point

boundary-value problem (TPBVP). Numerical solutions of the TPBVP are

obtained iteratively using a multiple-shooting algorithm [30]. The initial guess

values of the state-adjoint trajectory, required by TPBVP solver, are obtained

using the analytical solutions of the approximate problem presented in the

previous chapter.

3.4: Extremal Families

Recall that extremals are paths that satisfy the usual first—order necessary

conditions. ln the present case, they are the solutions of the TPBVP defined in

the preceding section. Observe that the extremal solutions of this TPBVP are in
S

general, a seven parameter family of solutions. Of the many choices for these

parameters, one may choose for instance, po, qo, ro, pf, qf, rf, and y as these seven

parameters. Since the problem is non-linear with split boundary conditions,

urziquerzess of the extremal solution is not guaranteed, for specified values of the

above parameter list.

In this section we will show, via numerical examples, that for a given set of initial

and final conditions, there are, in general, several distinct extremal solutions.
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Each extremal solution is then classified to belong to a distinct sub-family, based

on the nature of the extremal control. Further in a reduced parameter space, we

shall establish domains of existence of some of the extremal sub-families and

show that these domains overlap, ln the regions of overlap, where more than one

extremal solution exists, a locus of Darboux points will be obtained. It will be
_

shown, via a numerical survey, that there is a loss of global minimality associated
i

with the Darboux point. The foregoing discussion serves to provide an intuitive

backdrop and now we shall examine, in some detail, the preceding notions.

Multüile Extremal Solutions
‘

Examination of equation [3.3.1] shows that the roll dynamics is governed solely

through the cross-coupling term qr. For some boundary conditions, it is

conceivable that the pitch motion, q , is dominant in shaping the roll motion,

while for other boundary conditions the yaw motion, r, assumes that
i

responsibility. This dichotomy in the assumed dominant role in governing roll

motion yields two basic sub-families of extremals. The one in which q is more

A
dynamic is labeled to be the q · type extremal and similarly if r is more dynamic

the extremal is called the r — type extremal. However, note that the roles of

q and r are not identically interchangeable, as was the case in the approximare

problem. V In order to exhibit this phenomena and also to establish the

nomenclature for the classification of different extremals, we present the following

numerical example.
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Example 3.1

For the following initial and final data :

Po = 0 Go = O Vo = 0

0.39

= 2
·

we obtained the following extremal solutions.
l

i) Extremal 1 : labeled as q · type extremal, corresponds to

lp(0): -2.4548, ).q(0):0.2240, .l,(0): -0.3055 and has a cost :0.1403. °

Fig. [8] shows the extremal trajectory and the control histories.

ii) Extremal 2 : labeled as r - type extremal, corresponds to

Ap(0): -2.4799, Aq(0): -0.3026, ).,(0):0.2209 and has a cost :0.1434.

Fig. [9] shows the extremal trajectory and the control histories.

iii) Extremal 3 : labeled as q r - type extremal, corresponds to

„lp(0): -9.8880, Aq(0):0.3721, l,(0): -0.3790 and has a cost :0.2833.

Fig. [10] shows the extremal trajectory and the control histories.

iv) Extremal 4 : labeled as r q - type extremal, corresponds to

lp(0): -9.8512, Aq(O): -0.3800, ).,(0):0.3728 and has a cost :0.2822.

Fig. [11] shows the extremal trajectory and the control histories.

v) Extremal 5 : labeled as q r q - type extremal, corresponds to

lp(0): -22.1909, lq(0):0.4606, l,(0): -0.4609 and has a cost :0.4238.

Fig. [12] shows the extremal trajectory and the control histories.
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Observe that, since the initial and final values of the roll rate p , are zero, to

achieve such a maneuver requires that the sign of the product qr ( equation

[3.3.1] ) change on the interval [0, q]. If one of the variables remains of a single

sign then the other must be more dynamic or control-like, yielding the q - type

and the r - type extremals. Furthermore, the maneuver may be achieved in two

stages, although with an increase in cost, where first q (r) then r ( q) assumes the

role of a control-like variable, yielding extremals labeled to be q r (rq) - type

extremals. One may extend the same arguments for the more oscillatory

solutions, like the q r q - type extremal. For brevity, we do not show these more

oscillatory solutions.

Here we digress to mention that angular positions, obtained by simply integrating

the kinematic equations along a extremal trajectory, are dwerent for the various
‘

extremals presented above. For instance, if we start out straight and level,
”

ipo = 60 = ¢>o = 0* , we end up with the following angular orientations:

i) i/if: 22.47*, 0f= -2.10* and ¢>f= -0.58* for the q - type extremal.
·

ii) x/1f= -1.85*, 6f= 22.02* and ¢>f= 2.04* for the r - type extremal.

iii) [/zf= 5.51*, 0f= 5.45* and ¢>f= 0.74* for the q r - type extremal.

iv) ¤ßf= 5.48*, 6f= 5.35* and d>f= 1.16* for the rq · type extremal.

v) ¢f= 6.04*, 6f= 1.24* and ¢f= 0.48* for the q r q · type extremal.

However, note that angular position coordinates are not included in the optimal

control problem.
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Envclopcs of Extremal sub-families

With a possibility of a multitude of extremal solutions, some of which are shown

in Example 3.1, we next investigate the domains of existence, in the parameter

space, of the different types of extremal solution. To get a better grasp on this

problem, we tix the values for tive of the seven parameters. For

po = qo = fo = pf= 0 and y = 2.0, we investigate the extremal solutions by varying

the other two parameters, namely qf and rf. In this reduced parameter space, we

pick an extremal solution and carefully deform the boundary conditions,

qf and q, solving a series of TPBVPs ensuring that we track the same extremal

solution type. For example, we pick the q - type extremal of Example 3.1, fix

q= 0.3, and traverse the boundary conditions along the arc a c (see Fig.[l3]). It

was found that no members of the q - type sub·fami1y could be found beyond the

point b. The point b is referred to as the envelope contact point. We carry out .

the same procedure for different values of q and establish the locus of the

envelope contact points for the q · type extremal sub-family, shown as arc Ob in

Fig.[l3]. Above the envelope we have members of the q — type sub·family of

extremals, but none below.

Similarly, we pick the r - type extremal of Example 3.1, fix qf= 0.3, and traverse

the boundary conditions along the arc a e (see Fig.[l3]). It was found that no

members of the r - type sub-family could be found above the point d. Following

the same procedure as above, we establish the locus of the envelope contact points

for the r - type extremal sub-family, shown as arc Od in Fig.[l3]. The broken
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lines shown in Fig.[l3], almost coincident with arcs Od and Ob , are the envelopes

of q and r - type sub-families as predicted by the approximate-problem.

Locus ofDarboux Points

In order to investigate the comparative cost of the different extremal types, we

scan the boundary condition qf for ny = 0.3 , tracking the q, r,qr etc. - type

sub-families. The results are shown in Fig[l4]. From this study it appears the

more oscillatory solutions, i.e., the q r - type, r q - type, and so forth, extremals

are more expensive than the q - type or the r - type extremals. However, between

the q and the r - type extremals there is competition. For small values of qf the

q - type extremal is the minimizing solution, whereas for large values of qf the r —

type extremal is the minimizing solution. The two extremals yield the same cost

at the Darboux point. In the reduced parameter space of end conditions

qf and rf, the locus of Darboux points is obtained, as shown in Fig.[l5]. The

signiticance of the Darboux locus is that it demarcates this reduced parameter

space into two regions, one in which the q - type extremals provide the globally

minimal solution and the other where the r · type extremals are globally minimal.

A summary of important results is shown in Fig.[l5]. Arc Ob is the envelope of

the r - type extremal sub·family, arc Od is the envelope of the q - type extremal

sub-family, arc Oc is the locus of Darboux points. In the region bOd both

q and r - type extremals exist, q - type extremals are globally minimal in the

region aOc and r - type extremals are globally minimal in the region cOe.
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Further, envelopes of the q and r - type sub-families of extremals and the

Darboux locus is examined as we change the parameter pf. For pf= 0.1 and

-0.1, the results are shown in Fig.[16] and Fig.[l7] respectively.

Monotoncity of Cost with Marzeuver tüne

Practical considerations require investigation of the trade-off between maximum

available control ejfort and maneuver time, for given maneuvers. To achieve this,

we study the cost, i.e. control eßort, as a function of prescribed maneuver time

. g, while holding the initial and final states fixed. As a typical case, we present

results obtained for Extremals 1 and 2 of Example 3.1 in Fig.[18]. For y= 2, the

q - type extremal (Extremal 1) yields the globally minimal solution and the same

trend is maintained for all values of y. For this extremal solution, we observe

that the cost asymptotically approaches infinity as the maneuver time approaches

zero and vice versa. The monotone behavior of cost with maneuver time is the

key element of the reciprocity argument with which one may obtain minimum

time solutions for a given maximum value of control eßort by picking the smallest

time ysuch that the cost does not exceed the prescribed maximum effort. lt is

interesting to note that the r · type extremal (Extremal 2), which is one of the

non-minimal extremal solution ceases to exist at zy:19.355 secs.. This is the

envelope contact point and no members of the r - type extremal sub-family were

found to exist for higher values of y.
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It is evident that over large domains of boundary conditions, first-order necessary

conditions provide several distinct candidate minimizers. lt is imperative,

therefore, to verify local optimality of these candidate extremals. In the following

section, we develop the test for second-order necessary condition, which together

with the Legendre-Clebsch condition, provide assurance of the minimizing
I

character ( at least locally ) of candidate extremals.

3.5: Second-order necessary conditions - Jacobi test

Recall that the rigid-body rotation problem defined in section [3.3], is regular, i.e.,

all its extremals satisfy the convexiiy condition. Therefore, it sujfices to show that

if a test extremal satisfies the second—order necessarycondition, it provides a local

minimum. The accessory minimum problem for rigid-body rotation problem -

defined by equations [3.2.6]-[3.2.9], is obtained using the procedure outlined in

section [2.6]. The equations of variation, obtained by linearizing the state and

adjoint system ( equations [3.3.1]-[3.3.4] and [3.3.12]-[3.3.15] ) and the optimality

conditions ( equations [3.3.10]-[3.3.11] ) about a test extremal are :

öp = — röq — qör [3.5.la]

E ö‘q=röp + par + 6M [3.6.11;]

$r= —qöp — pöq + öN [3.5.16]
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5c= MöM + NöN [3.5.161]

We seek to minimize the second variation,

2 _ L V _ _ 2 26 1 - 2
[2( lpöqör + lqöpör 2,6666) + _20(6M + öN ) ]dz [6.6.2]

0

over all possible admissible variations. The Euler-Lagrange equations for the

accessory minimum problem are obtained to be,

öÄp= — lqör + 2,öq — rölq + qö)., [3.5.3a]

öÄq=„lpör + Äröp + rölp + pölr [3.5.3b]

öl, = lpöq — Äqöp + qölp Ä pölq ' [3.5.36]

620 - 0 [6.6.64]

while the minimum principle for the accessorjy minimum problem gives

6M = - J- (62 + MÖÄO) [3.5.4a]

6N - -J (62, + NÖÄO) [6.6.46]
0

Since, we are seeking competitors of the test-extremal, the variation, if admissible,

must satisfy the boundary conditions of the test-extremal, i.e.,
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öp(0) = 0 ö¤1(0) = 0
640) = 0 640) = 0 [3·5·5“]

and,
öp(y) = 0 ö<1(93 = 0

0 0 [3·5·5"]

A non-trivial solution of the above linear two·point boundary value problem

indicates the existence of competetion.

Making use of the arguments presented in section [2.6], the question of whether

or not a particular extremal is locally optimal, reduces to studying whether the

following sub-matrix has a drop in rank on the interval (0, y].

öp öp öp
8,1,,0 8,1,,0 8,1,0
öq öq öq

04:) = —— —— —— [3.5.6]81,0 81,,0 8,1,0
ör ör ör
8,1,,0 8,1,,0 8,1,0

The elements of the test matrix <D(t), or the sensitivity of the states with respect

to the initial adjoints can be obtained numerically using the following scheme.

Four sets of initial conditions are assigned to the differential system, equations

[3.5.1] and [3.5.3], with the algebraic conditions, equation [3.5.4], appropriately

introduced. The initial state variations öx(O)T= (öp(0) öq(0) ör(O) öc(0)) for

each set is zero, while the initial adjoint variations

ö,1(O)7“= (ö1,(0) ö,1q(0) ö,1,(0) ö,1„(O)) for the i **1 set consists of all zero except the
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‘*‘

element of ö}.(0)T, which is taken to be unity. The state variations öx,(z)T

obtained by integrating this differential system along a test extremal provides the

sensitivity of the states with respect to 6,1,0 , and thus <D(t) can be computed. If

<1>(r) has full rank, or alternatively if I<D(t)I ¢ 0 Vt6(0, 9], then the extremal

passes the second-order test successfully, and the test- extremal does indeed

furnish a relative minimum. lf I<D(t,)I = 0 for some 9] , then neighboring

competition exists and the local optimality of the test extremal is in question.

The major result of the investigation of the second-order necessary conditions is

that all extremals which belong to the q and r · type sub-families of extremals, in

general, satisfied the second-order necessary conditions. If we deform the

boundaxy conditions in a manner that members of these sub-families of extremals

contact their envelopes (see Fig.[l3] for example), then at envelope contact points

the second-order necessary conditions are satisfied only in their weakerzed form, ‘

i.e., there is a conjugate point at 9 This particular feature is reminiscent of the

catenary type extremals of Surfaces of revolution of minimum area [31].

Furthermore, the q and r - type sub-families of extremals exhibit the popularly

believed notion that the point at which an extremal ceases to be globally optimal

does not as a rule coincide with envelope contact but rather precedes it. In other

words global optimality is lost before local optimality, as is clearly evident from

Fig.[l5].

The extremal solutions which are oscillatory in character, labeled as q r - type,

rq — type, qrq - type extremals, and so forth, were found to fail the above
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mentioned rank test. Thus all these extremal types, althoughsatisfying the

stationarity conditions, fail the second-order necessary conditions, which provides

the guarantee of its minimizing character. Further, it was found that all

extremals belonging to the q r - type or r q · type sub-families had one conjugate

point, extremals belonging to qrq - type or rqr - type sub-families had two

conjugate points, and so forth.

3.6: Concluding Remarks

The problem of optimal rigid-body angular rate control is studied in the absence

of direct control over roll motion. While over a large range of boundary

conditions several extremal sub-families satisfy the stationarity conditions, the

more oscillatotgy type sub-families of extremal solutions may be discounted on the
‘

account they do not satisfy the second·order necessary condition. Thus, our

choice for minimizing solution narrows down to two basic sub-families, classiüed

as the q and r · type sub-families of extremals. These two basic sub-families arise

due to a dichotomy in assumed dominant role of state variables q or r, in shaping

the indirectly controlled state, p. Envelopes of these two sub-families are

obtained in a reduced parameter space. A locus of Darboux points is obtained,

which is found to demarcate the domains over which the two sub-families were

globally minimal.
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i Chapter 4: Time Optimal Problem

4.1: Introduction

Optimal rigid-body rotational maneuvers with pitch and yaw controllers is

investigated via an approximate dynamic model in Chapter Two. Further, the

exact dynamic model is analyzed in Chapter Three. The above mentioned studies -

look at minimum control ejfort families of extremal solution with no prescribed

hard bounds on control moments. A measure of merit of interest is the time

. required to execute a given maneuver, thus the present chapter deals with

minimum time extremal solutions with bounded control moments. In the

following sections, we define the considered optimal control problem and present

an analysis of the first order necessary conditions for optimality. Numerical

solutions are examined in the light of features exhibited by the exact problem.
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4.2: Problem Statement

Again, we consider the rotational dynamics of a rigid body in a body-fixed

coordinate system. The origin of the coordinate system is located at the center

of mass and the axes are aligned along the principal axes of the rigid body. Let

cox, co}, ,·and w, be the components of angular velocity, denoting the roll, pitch,

and the yaw rates, respectively. Assume the body is free of all external moments

except the applied control moments. Then the Euler equations of motion

describing the rotational dynamics of the rigid body are :

. ux

c0x=]xC0yC0z + T
[4.2.]]

X

.
“y h

wy = Jy wx wz + T
[4.2.2]

.V

. uz
re, = 1, rex rh, + T [4.2.3]

Z

I — I2 [ — I lx — [
where 1:-T-,1:44,1:-4,ehd

" Ix
’

I}, ' I,
Ix, Iy, I, are the principal moments of inertia, and

ux, uy , and uz are the rolling moment, pitching moment, and
yawing moment, respectively.

We seek to perform an arbitrary point·to-point maneuver in minimum time g—,

where an admissible control vector function u(t)T = (u,,(t), uy(t), uz(t)) is piecewise
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continuous and its values are required to lie in one of the following control

constraint sets:

· -
uy 2 uz 21) S 1}

__ _ u Fly u
H) U2(ax>ay»az) = {(ux»uyvuz) I 1

u ü
M1) U3(¤,„¤„C) E Ié IM s 1}

iv) U4(a,„¤,) E {(14,, My, M,) | ¤„=0„ |¤,| Sa,. |¤,| Sa,}

where ax, ay, and a, are prescribed positive real numbers, and

§ is a real number, 2 1.0.

The above detined control constraint sets are closed, bounded, and convex. These

represent models of net available control moments. We make use of U, as the ·

nominal constraint set. This represents the casewith zero available rolling

moment, net available pitching and yawing moments are bounded in an ellipse

characterized by ay and az. The control constraint sets U3, U3, and U4 are used

to illustrate some special features.

Note the parameters of the above stated optimal control problem are :

a) boundary conditions, namely : w„(0), wy(0), 6o,(0), w,„(1y), wy(zy), and w,(g)

b) inertia characteristics : Ix, Iy and , I,

c) parameters defining the control space : ay, az, and possibly ax or C (depending

on U,)
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ln an effort to consolidate the ensuing results for a wide spectrum of applications,

we scale the above problem to eliminate some redundant parameters. Assuming

that I, > Iy > Ix, which is typically true for combat aircraft configurations, we

define the following transformation :

p= Tcxwx q= Tcywy r= Tczwz

‘ Tzcx Tzcy TZCZ [4.2.4]L=Tux M=Tuy N=T·u_,

where c,=,/1y'1,’, cy=„/1,’1,’, c,=,/1,’
1_„’

,

1,’ = -1, ,
1y’

= 1,, , 1,’ = -1, , and

T is a positive real number which is to be interpreted as a time

scale.

Making use of the above transformation and changing the independent variable

1 to 1 = lf, we may rewrite equations [4.2.1]-[4.2.3] as follows :
i

p=— qr + 1. [4.2.5]

q= pr + M [4.2.6]

1:- pq + iv [4.2.7]

Further, we define the constants a,,a„,, and a„ which characterize the control

constraint for the scaled problem as followsz

Tzcx
Tzcy Tzcz

aI= Tax am= Ta}, an= Taz
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Note we have an additional degree of freedom imbedded in the choice of the time

scale T. We use this freedom to eliminate one of the three constants

a,, am, or a„ in the constraint set definition. We choose, arbitrarily, to normalize

am to unity, which then defines T. The other two parameters a, and a„ may be

written as:

Iycx ax az
0 =

·—-5 a = --5I Ixcy ay H Izcy ay

The above choice of the time scale T leads us to identify the two important

parameters which characterize the control constraint sets as:

a) maximum available yaw control (with maximum available pitch control

normalized to unity)
_

b) maximum available roll control (with maximum available pitch control

normalized to unity)

Then the control constraint sets U, for the scaled problem can be identitied as:

1) ¤1(¤„)E {(L„M„N)| L=0„(/1//)* + (-2%)* S 1}
.. L

i
N11) 9z(¤1,¤„)E {(L„M„/V)! (5)* + (M)* + (5)* S 1}

iii) o,(a„,;) : {(1.,M,N)I 1.:0, S 1}

iv) n,(a„) E {(1.,M,N}I 1:0, IMI S1, INI Sa,,}
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The other parameters for the problem are the initial and final conditions of the

states p, q, and r. We wish to emphasize that the scaled problem retains the

important ingredients of the unscaled problem, while reducing the number of

parameters to be considered in analysis. All subsequent analysis pertains to the

scaled problem.
‘

4.3: Optimality Conditions

In this section we derive the necessary conditions for optimality when the

admissible control vector uT(t) = (L, M, N) is required to belong to the control

constraint set Q, . The analysis for this case is simple and illustrates the

procedure. Relevant details for the cases when uT(t)6Q] (j=2 or 3 or 4) are

discussed in the subsequent section. Recall, the state equations describing the

rigid·body rotational dynamics are given by [4.2.5]-[4.2.7]. Note the derivatives

appearing in these equations are with respect to the scaled time variable 1-.- We

‘
seek to perform a maneuver to achieve a prescribed angular rate given an initial

(
angular rate, i.e., the boundary conditions are prescribed to be :

p(0) = Po q(0) = qo r(0) = Vo [4 3 1]pm) = Pf qm) = qf rm) = Vf ° ‘

To arrive at optimal control to execute the prescribed maneuver in minimum

time, we introduce the adjoint variables and define the variational-Hamiltonian

J? as,
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2?=,1p(—qr +L)+lq(pr +M)+l,(—pq +N)+1. [4.3.2]

where „1p,„1q, and l, are the adjoint variables associated with the states
p, q, and r respectively.

The adjoint variables lp, lq, and A, satisfy

Äp = — lqr + lrq [4.3.3]

iq = Apr + 1,p [4.3.4] .

ir = ip., - iqp [4.3.5]

Optimal choice of control can be obtained using the Pontryagins’s Minimum

Principle, which states that the optimal control
”(L*,

M", N*) is one which _

minimizes af over all admissible control (L, M, N). The hodograph space

(achievable state rates) and the adjoint vector projected on the q — i plane is

shown in Figure [19]. Since the domain of admissible control Q,, does not allow

any direct control in the p equation (i.e. L* = O) it suffices to study the geometry

in the q — i plane. As time evolves the adjoint vector changes in direction and

magnitude. However, at any given instant of time, the hodograph set is defined

by an ellipse with the origin appropriately displaced by an amount equal to the

gyroscopic terms. Thus, Figure [19] is representative of the geometry in a generic

case. Note the control constraint set Q, is compact and controls appear linearly

in state equations. The optimal choice of controls (M*,N*) must lie on the
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boundary of Q, for almost all t , barring the possibility of singular subarcs where

the Minimum Principle is vacuous. If one can rule out the possibility of singular

subarcs in the optimal trajectory then the control must almost always lie on the

boundary of Q,. In terms of the geometry, singular subarcs imply that the

adjoint vector be orthogonal to the shown hodograph space for a finite duration

of time. The following theorem takes care of this aspect.

Theorem 4.1 Time-optimal trajectories cannot have subarcs where both control

variables M and N are singular.

Proof: Assume that there exists a subarc of optimal trajectory where

both M and N are singular. It is evident from equation [4.3.2] that

.>?„= lg and .9?„= A, are the switching functions associated with the

control variables M and N, respectively. Then along a singular subarc:

d im _ L in _ . . __
(dt) XM-0 and (df) XN-0 z„,,t,,—0,l,2,...

The above conditions require

im,i,,=O Ä.q=O and Ä.,.=O

im,i„=l Äq=Äpr=O and Ä,.=Äpq=O

Further ,1,, ab 0 (trivial adjoint vector) which implies that q = r = 0.

i„,,i„=2 1}, :1,;:0 and 1, :1,,4:0
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or q = i = 0, which along with q = r = 0 implies that M and N are zero

along the singular subarc. The only non-zero variables are p and lp

which are constant along the singular subarc.

If the singular arc ( M(t) E N(t) E 0 ) is mirzimizing then it must satisfy

the gerzeralized Legendre·Clebsch condition. We make use of the

necessary conditions derived by Goh [32], for singular extremals involving

multiple controls. The fundamental theorem of [32] states that for each

component of a minimizing singular extremal, a certain matrix Q2 B2 be

n symmetric, and if this symmetry property is identically satistied then

another matrix R4 must be positive semideünite. For the problem in

hand, we get

R4 = [-04 —„Ä”
lp

and Q2B2 is a (2 >< 2) null matrix, which is trivially symmetric. Clearly

R4 is positive semidetinite iff lp is identically zero. However, lp equal to

zero implies a trivial adjoint vector, thus subarcs with both controls being

simultaneously singular may not be a part of time-optimal trajectory.

Noting that since the optimal choice of control rides the control constraint, one

can adequately describe the optimal control (M*, N*) using a single variable y .

Let,
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M”°‘=cosy and N*=a„siny 0gy<21z.

. . . . . .
A

. a„l,
An application of Minimum Prmciple gives tan y =T

, or
4

,1 2,1
41*:---;- [4.3.6]

, /.1j+ aß} ,/12+6,%

The Legendre-Clebsch condition

2
jf?-=„/„1§+a§A$ 20

Y

is satisfied along an extremal path.

The state equations [4.2.5]-[4.2.7], the adjoint equations [4.3.3]-[4.3.5], the

optimality condition [4.3.6] and the boundary conditions [4.3.1] along with the

U transversality condition

ar I ,= ,f= 0 [4.3.7]

constitute a well defined two-point boundary·va1ue problem (TPBVP). Solutions

of the TPBVP (extremal paths) are then candidate minimizers. Since the

two-point boundary value problem is nonlinear, there may be more than one

extremal solution. In the following section, numerical solutions of the above

mentioned TPBVP are investigated.
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4.4: Extremal Solutions
l

In this section we will first show that for a given set of initial and final conditions,
E

there are, in general, several distinct extremal solutions. Each extremal solution

. is then classified to belong to a distinct sub-family, based on the nature of the

_ extremal control. Further, in a reduced parameter space, we shall establish

domains of existence of some of the extremal sub-families and show that these

domains overlap, ln the regions of overlap, where more than one extremal

solutions exists, a locus of Darboux points will be obtained. It will be shown, via

a numerical survey, that there is a change in global minimality associated with

the Darboux point. The above analysis parallels the investigation carried out for

the exact problem and is based on the machinery developed in preceding section,

i.e., domain of admissible control is Q, .
I

Next we will introduce roll control by allowing the domain of admissible control

to be Q,. We shall note the uniform dependence of extremal solution as we

" parametrically deform the control constraint to permit larger values of net

available rolling moment. Further, we shall examine the extremal solutions as

we deform the domain of admissible control from Q, to Q4 via a series of

intermediate problems using Q,. The foregoing discussion serves to provide an

intuitive backdrop and now we shall examine, in some detail, the preceding

notions.
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Multiple Extremal Solutions

lt is shown in Chapter Three, that there exist several extremal solutions for the

exact problem. The time-optimal problem exhibits the same feature. The

mechanism for controlling roll motion, in the absence of roll control, is through

the gyroscopic cross-coupling term q r. Thus, one is led to the q · type extremal,

adopting the terminology introduced in Chapter Three, if the pitch motion is

dominant in controlling the roll motion, or a r · type extremal if the yaw motion

assumes that responsibility. The following numerical example is presented to _

illustrate these ideas.

Example 4.1

For initial and final data : ·

Po = 0 qo = 0 "o = 0

O.7 ,

we obtained the following extremal solutions. Note the value of a„ is chosen

arbitrarily.

i) Extremal 1 : labeled as q - type extremal, corresponds to

lp(0): -15.5659, ).q(0):0.6292, }.,(0)= -1.1103 and minimum ·cf«=0.92.

Fig. [20] shows the extremal trajectory and the control histories.

ii) Extremal 2 : labeled as r - type extremal, corresponds to
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lp(0): -14.4490, lq(0): -0.7342, l,(0):0.9699 and minimum ·c/:1.1479.

Fig. [21] shows the extremal trajectory and the control histories.

iii) Extremal 3 : labeled as q r - type extremal, corresponds to

lp(0): -24.5214 ).,,(0):0.7072, ).,(0): -1.0107 and minimum 1/:1.6606.

Fig. [22] shows the extremal trajectory and the control histories.

iv) Extremal 4 : labeled as r q - type extremal, corresponds to

).p(O): -25.9896, „1q(0): -0.7083, ).,(0):1.0085 and minimum 1/:1.4147.

Fig. [23] shows the extremal trajectory and the control histories.

Observe that, since the initial and final values of the roll rate p , are zero, to

achieve such a maneuver requires that the sign of the product qr (equation

[4.2.5]) change on the interval [0, y]. If one of the variables remains of a single

sign then the other must be more dynamic or control·1ike, yielding the q - type
‘

and the r · type extremals. Furthermore, the maneuver may be achieved in two ·

stages, although with an increase in cost, where first q ( r) then r (q) assumes the

role of a control-like variable, yielding extremals labeled to be q r (rq) - type

extremals. One may extend the same arguments for the more oscillatory

solutions, like the q r q - type extremal. For brevity, we do not show these more

oscillatory solutions.

The above numerical example corroborates the findings of the exact problem.

The oscillatory solutions (q r, rq, q rq - type extremals of exact problem) were

found to have conjugate points thus violating the second order necessary

conditions for optimality. In the present study the time required for these
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oscillatory sub-families of extremals is considerably higher than the two basic

q and r - type sub-families. Thus, we shall limit our discussion to the q and r -

type extremal sub-families.

Envelopcs ofExtremal sub-families

With a possibility of a multitude of extremal solutions, some of which are shown

in Example 4.1, we next investigate the domains of existence, in the parameter

space, of the different types of extremal solution. To get a better grasp on this

problem, we f'1x the values for tive of the seven paramcters. For

po = qo = fo = py= 0 and a„ = 0.7, we investigate the extremal solutions by

varying the other two parameters, namely qy and Ü. In this reduced parameter

space, we pick an extremal solution and carefully deform the boundary

conditions, qy and Ü, solving a series of TPBVPs ensuring that we track the same °

extremal solution type. For example, we pick a q - type extremal, tix Ü= 0.2, and

traverse the boundary conditions along the line a 6 (see Figure [24]). lt was found

that no members of the q - type sub-family could be found beyond the point b.

Consider the three·parameter family of extremals originating at the given initial

point in state space and obtained by small variations of initial values of adjoint

variables in the neighborhood of point b. The loci of end~points (py, qy, Ü) are

contained in a two·dimensional envelope. The point b, referred to as the envelope

contact point, lies on this envelope. We carry out the same procedure for different

values of Ü. Arc Ob shown in Figure [24], is the intersection of this envelope with
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the pf = 0 plane. Above the envelope we have members of the q - type sub-family

of extremals, but none below.

Similarly, we pick a r - type extremal, say extremal 2 of Example 4.1, fix

qf= 0.3, and traverse the boundary conditions along the line a e (see Figure [24]).

It was found that no members of the r - type sub-family could be found above

the point d. Following the same procedure as above, we establish the locus of the

envelope contact points for the r - type extremal sub-family, shown as arc Od in

Figure [24].
‘

Locus ofDarboux Points

A key result from the above discussion, is that the field of extremals originating

from a fixed point in state space does not, in general,-provide a simple cover in the

space of end points (pf,qf, rf). A particular incidence of such a phenomena is

shown in Figure [24], where the field of extremals originating at the origin (

po = qo = ro = 0 ) has more than one extremal solution in some region of the

subspace defined by pf= 0. This naturally raises the following question. Of the

two extremal sub·families which one provides the global minimal solution ? ln

order to investigate the comparative cost of the extremal solutions, we scan the

boundary condition rf for qf = 1.0 , tracking the q and r - type sub-families. The

optimal cost as a function of y is shown in Figure [25]. As is evident there is

competition between the q and the r · type extremals. For small values of rf the

r - type extremal is the minimizing solution, whereas for large values of ythe q -
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type extremal is the minimizing solution. The two extremals yield the same cost

at the point referred to as the Darboux point. In the reduced parameter space

of end conditions qf and rf, the locus of Darboux points is obtained, as shown in
A

Figure [26]. The significance of this locus is that it demarcates this reduced

parameter space into two regions, one in which the q · type extremals provide the

globally minimal solution and the other where the r - type extremals are globally

minimal; A summary of important results are shown in Figure [26], arc Ob is the

envelope containing r - type extremal sub-family, arc Od is the envelope

containing q - type extremal sub-family, arc Oc is the locus of Darboux points. ~

A
In the region bOd both q and r - type extremals exist, q · type extremals are

globally minimal in the region aOc and r - type extremals are globally minimal in

the region cOe.

ln principle, the locus of Darboux points may be obtained for other values of pf.
’

The two dimensional manifold of end points ( pf, qf, q) where the q and the r -

type extremals yield the same cost, may be thought of as a surface of Darboux

· points. Thus by definition, any extremal solution originating from the origin,

which intersects the surface of Darboux points, i.e., contains a Darboux point,

loses its global minimality.
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Introduction of Roll Control

The above analysis is based on limiting the control vector to Q, . It is of interest

to study the extremal solution structure as we parametrically deform the control

constraint set to permit nonzero values of roll control, L. The motivation is to

investigate the behavior of the extremal solutions for small values of maximum

available roll control and compare these to the case with no roll control. Further,

as we increase the the roll control authority we expect the multiple solution

structure to change as the roll dynamics are governed predominantly through .

rolling moment and to a lesser degree through the gyroscopic cross-coupling term.

With. these objectives in mind we analyze the optimal control problem stated in

the preceding section but allow the domain of admissible control to be Q2. For

small values of the parameter a,, the geometry of the hodograph space is a

"thin" ellipsoid. It is clear from arguments presented earlier that optimal choice

of control must almost always lie on the surface of this ellipsoid. Minimization

° of af over Q2 gives the following algebraic conditions:

L—
= _ ._.Äi_..

4 / afxj + 1fI+ af-fx}

M" = —-1-;- [4 4 1]

N" = g

4 / af); + Ä?] + (IÄÄE
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The state equations [4.2.5]-[4.2.7], adjoint equations boundary

conditions [4.3.1] and [4.3.7] along with the optimality condition [4.4.1] dellnes

the TPBVP, embodying the tirst-order necessary conditions for optimality.

As numerical evidence we present a one·parameter family of solutions, with a, or

maximum available roll control as the parameter. The maneuver considered in

_ this study is the body-axis roll rate control, i.e., the boundary conditions are

prescribed to be:

po = 0 qo = 0 ro = O
pf: l qf= 0 y: 0

This maneuver is conceptually appealing as it provides a baseline for comparison.

Since the prescribed initial and llnal pitch and yaw rates are zero, one can apply ·

maximum available roll control to increase the roll rate to the desired value. This

single axis roll rate control represents a possible minimum time extremal solution.

However, if the roll control authority (characterized by the value of a,) is small

it may be advantageous to invoke pitch and yaw motions to assist the roll control

moment via the gyroscopic cross-coupling term. This maneuver is labeled the

multi-axis roll rate control. Figure [27] shows the comparison between the single

and multi-axis roll rate control. For large values of a, single-axis roll rate control

is the only extremal solution. As we reduce the value of the parameter a, a

bqilrcation of extremal solutions takes place (a,:0.4). The multi-axis maneuver

emerges and is achieved by either a q or r - type extremal. ln the q - type

extremal the pitch rate is negative and the yaw rate positive through out the
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extremal trajectory, which then provides a positive contribution in the p equation.

In the r — type extremal solution the signs of pitch and yaw rates are reversed.

Owing to this symmetry the two distinct extremals yield the same minimum time,

Tja

Further, the extremal solution can be made arbitrarily close to the extremal

solution obtained with zero roll control by choosing a small enough value of a,.

In particular, as a,—> 0, the extremal trajectories and controls "converge" to the

corresponding a, = 0 results. Thus, the zero roll control extremal solutions are

representative of features to be expected with small values of available roll

control.

Bang-Bang Control

In some applications of interest, the control moments may be generated by

independent devices such as, pairs of throttleable steering jets. In the event these

are mounted body fixed and aligned along the principal moments of inertia

directions then the rigid-body dynamics are described by equations [4.2.5]-[4.2.7].

The domain of admissible control may then be modelled by control constraint set

like Q4. In such cases, the time-optimal trajectories use bang-bang control, if one

can rule out the possibility of singular subarcs. Using Theorem [4.l] one can

eliminate the possibility of singular subarcs with both controls M and N singular.

However, there is a possibility that one control is singular and the other

bang-bang. In terms of geometry this implies that the adjoint vector is orthogonal
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to one of the sides of the rectangle, describing the control constraint, for a finite

duration of time. The following theorem takes care of this aspect.

Theorem 4.2 Time-optimal trajectories cannot have subarcs where one control

variable is singular and the other bang-bang, with the exception ofdegenerate case

ofsingle-axis rotation maneuvers.

Proof: Assume that there exists a subarc of optimal trajectory where M

is singular and N is non-singular (bang-bang). These conditions require:

d im _ _ .and JFN-l,¢0 1m=O,l,2,...

For

im = O Äq = O ·

im=l Äq=ÄpI‘+Ä,p=O
A ‘

im = 2 = ÄPN = Ü

Since N ¢ 0 by assumption, ,1,, together with p must be zero.

im=3 => Äp=O => q=O

zm:4 :0 : 4:0 : M:0

Thus along the singular subarc p, q, ,1,,, 1,, and M are identically zero and

by continuity must remain so throughout the entire trajectory. In other

words the extremal solution consists of a single singular arc. The adjoint

variable ,1, aé 0 remains constant and r builds up or decreases depending

on the sign of /1,. Clearly if either or both ro, ryare nonzero, the remainder
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of the boundary conditions being zero in [4.3.1], then the above described

situation presents a possible extremal solution. This is the degenerate

case of angular rate control about a single-axis. Similar arguments can
‘

be presented for the case with N singular and M bang-bang .

‘ Thus, in general the minimization of J? over Q4 gives

M
”°”

= —— sgn(„1q)1 N* = — sgn().,)a,, [4.4.2]

as the optimality condition. Solutions of TPBVP with [4.4.2] as optimality

[ conditions, in general pose numerical difficulties. As an alternate method, one

may obtain extremal solutions by using the following numerical scheme. For a

pre-determined switching structure, use the switching times as parameters and

minimize the final time subject to the boundary conditions [4.3.1]. The optimality

of the resulting trajectory is verified using the Minimum Principle [4.4.2]. In
C

_

general, for nonlinear systems, such as the one considered here, apriori

determination of switching structure poses a serious difficulty. To get a good

guess of the switching structure we propose the following scheme, based on ideas
U

C
presented in Refs. [33] and [34]. The control constraint set Q, is deformed to

approximate Q4 by using the control constraint set Q3. This is done by using the

parameter C used in the definition of Q,. For C = 1.0, Q, = Q, and for large

values of C, Q,:Q4. Thus we solve a number of intermediate problems with

allowable control out of Q, with C as the continuation parameter. For C

sufficiently large, the switching structure becomes readily apparent.
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Minimization of J? over Q3 gives

1
M,

= _ sg¤(l9[4bS(/1.,112:-1
2C 2C L

[(4.9 2:-1 + (%)~r)2C—1]2C'
3 [4.4.6]

N, _ Sg¤(»1,)¤„[11bS(4„l.9] 2:-1 .
" 2C 2: L

[(4.9 2:-1 + (4,,19 2:-1]2:

as the optimality condition.

As numerical evidence to support the above mentioned ideas, wc present the

following study. Recall that the q · type extrcmal, Extremal 1 of Example 4.1, is

the time-optimal solution with the control vector limited to Q,(0.7) . The

objective is to obtain the time-optimal solution for the same boundary conditions

as above but now with the control vector limited to Q,,(0.7). We know the

time-optimal solution is barzg·bang, however, the number of switching points and

the structure is unknown. Thus, we introduce the control constraint set

Q3(0.7, C). The domain of admissible control is shown in Figure [28] for

C = 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0. A series of intermediate TPBVPs are solved for C 2 1.0. The

rcsulting control time histories are shown in Figure [29a-b], for

C= 1.0,2.0 and 3.0. As is evident from these plots that switching structure

emerges with a value of C = 3.0. Using this switching structure, the time—optimal

bang-bang solution is obtained with relative case.
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No generalization could be made about the number of switching points and the

switching structure for arbitrary values of the parameters of the problem. The

prescribed boundary conditions seemed to critically determine the switching

structure. These sensitivities, coupled with the fact that the structure is not

unique (existence of q, r, q r etc. - type sub-families of extremals), makes any such

classification a difficult venture.
‘

4.5: Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we studied the time-optimal control of the rigid body angular

rates. A numerical survey of the optimality conditions with zero roll control

showed that there are several distinct extremal solutions. The choice of
e

minimizing extremal solution depends on the assigned values to the parameters

of the problem, i.e., the boundary conditions. This feature of multiple extremal

solutions is retained as the domain of admissible control is deformed to allow

some roll control. If the gyroscopic cross·coupling terms influence the shaping

of an optimal trajectory, arising in the present case due to a dejicienqy in control

authority, then one can expect to find the features discussed in this chapter.

Careful analysis is necessary to claim the minimality of extremal solutions in such

cases. On this note we conclude the first phase of the present study, which dealt

with the problem of optimal angular rate control.
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Chapter 5: Minimum Time Attitude Control

Problem

5.1: Introduction

The problem of optimal angular rate control has been examined extensively in the

preceding three chapters. In this chapter, we investigate the problem of optimal

_ reorientation of a rigid aircraft. That is, in addition to the angular velocity

components, we include the angular position coordinates to describe the state of

the system. We adopt the Euler parameters to define the relative orientation of

the aircraft with respect to a given reference coordinate frame. The problem of

minimum time prescribed changes in the state, using bounded control moments,

is considered. In the following sections, we define the considered optimal control

problem and present an analysis of the first-order necessary conditions for

optimality.
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5.2: Problem Statement
[

Rotational Dynamics and Kincmatics

The rigid·body rotational dynamics are governed by familiar Euler equations [1].

Consider a body-tixed, cartesian coordinate system with the origin located at the

· center of mass and the axes aligned along the principal axes of the rigid body.

Let wx, wy , and co, be the components of angular velocity, denoting the roll,

pitch, and the yaw rates respectively. Assume the body is free of all external

moments except the applied control moments. Then the evolution of angular

motion is described by the following equation :

6b=f(w)+Bu [5.2.1]

where wr = (wx, wy, co;) uT = (ux, uy, u,)
i

F(w) = (J„.w,w„ J,w„„w„ bmw,)

1;* 0 0
_ -1B - 0 Iy 0

0 0 1;*

[Y-]? Iz'lx IX—I}'
{ l•‘{ {'{ , {{ ’ dJ; Ix , J, Iy J, IZ an

Ix, Iy, I, are the principal moments of inertia, and

ux, uy , and u; are the rolling, pitching, and yawing moment,

respectively.
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Complete description of the relative orientation of a rigid aircraft with respect to

a reference coordinate frame requires a minimum of three coordinates. It is well

known that any three-angle description suffers from geometric singularities. In

order to overcome this shortcoming, we adopt, as has been done in previous

studies [35], the four coordinate once·redundant Euler parameter description to

define the attitude of the rigid body. The Euler’s Principal Rotation Theorem [1]

guarantees that any arbitrary reorientation may be accomplished via a single

rotation through a given angle (rp) about a given axis (2). The Euler parameters

(ßo, ß,, ßz, ßg) are defined as follows :

— l 6 l'- ·— 1 2 6ßo-cosz an ßi- ismz (1- , ,)

where 2, are the direction cosines of the principal axis (2) measured with

respect to a reference cordinate frame.

The Euler parameters evolve in time according to the kinematic relationship :

3 = Q ß [5.2.2]

where ßf = (ß1„ ß„ ßi, ßg) end

0 — mx — my —mz

I mx 0 mz — my
= 7

•
my — mz 0 mx

mz my — mx 0
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Note the above equations have quadratic nonlinearities, offering one more

advantage over the conventional Euler angle description, whose kinematics

involve transcendental nonlinearities. »

The Control Problem -

The state vector x consists of seven coordinates: three angular velocity

components and four position coordinates (ßo,ß,,ß2,ß,). The

problem of control is to steer the rigid body from some given initial state to some

prescribed final state. We seek to perform this point-to·point maneuver in

minimum time g, using admissible values of control, where an admissible control

vector function u(t)T= (u,„uy,u,) is piecewise continuous and its values are

required to lie in control constraint set U. For the purpose of this study we

consider the following control constraint sets: .

• uy
2

ul
2

A

r) U„(¤,„¤,) E {(¤,„¤,„¤,)| ¤„=0„ (-,3) + (E) S 1}
.. V ur V
¤) U2(¤,„¤,„¤,) E {(¤„~,,¤,)| (—,f)* + (3;-)* + (j)* S 1} .

H u

- m) U3(¤,„¤„C) E S 1}
· iv)

Ewhereax, ay, and a, are prescribed positive real numbers, and

C is a real number, 2 1.0.

The geometry of the feasible control set is an issue of great importance in

generation of optimal trajectories. The above defined control constraint sets are
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closed, bounded and convex, representing models of net available control

moments. In any realistic application the domain of admissible control is usually

closed and bounded, but not necessarily convex. The convexity of achievable

moments is assumed to preclude chattering phenomena and possible nonexistence

of optimal trajectories. lf the domain is strictLv convex (U, for instance) then

some exotic singular behavior may be avoided. ·We make use of U, as the

nominal constraint set. This represents the case with zero available rolling

moment, net available pitching and yawing moments are bounded in an ellipse

characterized by ay and a,. The control constraint sets U2, U, and U, are used to

illustrate some special features. _

Some Transformation

For convenience, we introduce a time scale into the problem. Let

T =T

p= Twx q= Tcoy r= Twz [5,2,3]

L=F% M=F% N=F%

where T is a positive real number with units of time which may be

interpreted as a time scale.

Making use of the above transformation and changing the independent variable

t to 1-, we may rewrite equations [5.2.1] and [5.2.2] as follows :

FB =f(n) + 6 ü [5.2.4]
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where mr = (p, q, r) ur = (L, M, N)

Nö) = (fw. J,pr„ fm)

and

ß = E ß [5.2.5]

where

0 —· p — q — r

.. , p 0 r — q
Q = E-

<1 — r 0 p

r q - p 0

Note the derivatives in [5.2.4] and [5.2.5] are with respect to 1 ; state variables ~

p, q, and r are nondimensional and control variables L, M, and N have units of

moments of inertia.

Further, we detine the constants a,, a,„, and a„ which are used to characterize the

control constraint for the scaled problem as follows:

al = Tzax am = Tzay an = Tzaz

We make use of the additional degree of freedom imbedded in the choice of the

time scale T, by choosing, arbitrarily, to normalize am to unity, which then deünes

T. Then the control constraint sets U, for the scaled problem can be identiüed

as:
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i) f21(¤„) E {(L„M1/V)! L=0, (M)2 + (;,/—\})’ S 1}

11) ¤21«„«„> S- {(L1M»/V)! Iär + <M>= +
1§’;>¤

S 11
111) :2,111,,,;) S {(L,M,N)I L=o, S 1}

fl

iv) Q4(a„) S {(1.,M,N)I LS0, IMI S1, INI Sa,}

a a
wh = d = L . ’ere a, ay an a„ ay

The problem of optimal control remains the same, i.e., we seek to perform a

point-to~point maneuver in minimum time rf, with admissible values of control.

An admissible control is now constrained to belong to one of the above stated
i

control constraint sets, Q,. The parameters of the stated optimal control problem

may be identified as:

a) boundary conditions, i.e., initial and final states ·

I I
b) ratio of principal moments of inertia eg. 7L and 7L

Z Z

c) parameters defining the control space : a„ and possibly a, or C (depending on

Q!)

As is evident there are many parameters which one may consider. Clearly we

need to focus our attention to some problem of "interest". For the purpose of this

study we fix an airframe ( i.e., Ix, I}, and I, are prescribed ). From the geometry

of engine location, its thrust characteristics, flow geometry and "vane"

size/effectiveness, we make an educated estimate of available thrust-vectored

moments. In most of the ensuing results we consider the case of zero available
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rolling moment and a fixed geometry of available thrust in the M, N plane

(control constraint set Q,). For initial and final conditions, we consider only

rest-to-rest maneuvers, i.e., initial
U
and final angular velocity are zero. The

maneuvers considered are a subset of minimum time prescribed change in

attitude. The attitude of the body axes xbyb zb are defined with respect to the

local horizontal coordinate system x" yb zb (see Figure [30]). Although the

kinematics are treated using Euler parameters, for purpose of discussion we make

use of Euler angles to describe the body attitude. The transformation relating the

Euler angles to the Euler parameters for the t/1 — 8 — ¢> (local horizontal to body

axes transformation) rotation sequence is available in [35].

5.3: Ogtimality Conditions
I

‘ In this section we derive the necessary conditions for optimality for the general

problem of rigid body reorientation in minimum time. We seek to steer the rigid

body from a given initial state to a prescribed final target state, i.e., the boundary

conditions are given to be :

p(0) = Po q(0) = qu r(0) = ru
p(rß = Pf qu;) = qf r(¢ß = 7 [5.3.l]
ß,(0) = ßio ß,(tf) = ß,f i= 0,...,3
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To arrive at optimal control to execute the prescribed maneuver in minimum

time, we introduce the adjoint variables and detine the variational-Hamiltonian

J? as,
I

- L AVL AV.,
l af-/ip(Jxqr + Ix ) + lq(Jypr + Iy

) + l,(J„pq + IZ ) +

V V_ 39%-ßip — ßzq — ßy) + —iL(ßnv — ßgq + ßzt) + [5-:*2]

V Y
-§<ß;1> + ßoq — ßir) + %<—ß;1> + ßiq + ßorl + 1-

where Ap, lq, and A, are the adjoint variables associated with the states
p, q, and r respectively, and

y„,y,,y2, and ya are the adjoint variables associated with the
states ßo, [3,, ßz, and ßa, respectively.

The adjoint variables Ap, lg, and A, satisfy
l

. *

· l Yißo + hßs * Vs/39] A
· l,1,, = — [1,1,;; + Jxxpr + ?< —v0ßz - vißg + vzßo + v3ßi>] [5.3.3]

- 1” lt ="[Jx’lpq + Jylqp T §'(’V0ß3 ‘*° V1ß2 ‘ V2ßl + Y3ß0)]

and the adjoint variables yo, vl, ya, and y, satisfy
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V0 V1P + V27 + V3V)

vl =—%—(—vo¤ + vga — vgr)
_ , [6.3.4]
V2 V07 + V1")

vg vga — vla — vor)

Optimal choice of control can be obtained using the Pontryagins’s Minimum

Principle, which states that the optimal control (L*,M*,N*) is one which

minimizes J? over all admissible control (L, M, N). In the ensuing developments, _

we analyze the case when the control vector lives in Q,. Relevant details for the

other cases are presented in the following sections.

The hodograph space (achievable state rates) and the adjoint vector projected on

the q — f plane is shown in Figure [19]. Since the inclusion of position coordinates

in the optimal control problem does not affect the hodograph space, Figure [19]

is still representative of the geometry in a generic case. Note the control

constraint set Q, is compact and controls appear linearly in state equations. The

optimal choice of controls (M"', N*) must lie on the boundary of Q, for almost all

t, barring the possibility of singular subarcs where the Minimum Principle is

vacuous. If one can rule out the possibility of singular subarcs in the optimal

trajectory then the control must almost always lie on the boundary of Q,. In

terms of the geometry, singular subarcs imply that the adjoint vector be

orthogonal to the shown hodograph space for a fmite duration of time. The

following theorem takes care of this aspect.
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Theorem 5.1 Time-optimal trajectories cannot have subarcs where both control

variables M and N are singular offinite order.

Proof: Assume that there exists a subarc of optimal trajectory where

both M and N are singular of tinite order. It is evident from equation

[5.3.2] that XM = J., and XM = A, are the switching functions associated

with the control variables M and N respectively. Then along a singular

subarc:

4 '
4 1 . . .(E)m9?M=0 äüd (·-ä·;)”.9?N=0 1m,z„=0,l,2,... [5.3.5]

Making use of condition [5.3.5], and state equations [5.2.4] and [5.2.5],

the adjoint equations [5.3.3] and [5.3.4], we find that for im = i„ = 2 , the

control variables appear explicitly. Thus, there possibly a iirst-order _

singular arc. For lp aé 0, singular controls M, and N, may be evaluated _

using the following equation :

Jxlpll/ITi = ({1.+ 1):12:1 + (fx- 1):114
. MZN [5.3.6]

7i = (1,,+ l);1lr + (12- l)u3p
Z

wh•=r¤ #1 E 'ä'(")'oß1 + vlß0 + y2ß3 - llaßz)

#2 Yoßz - Yißs + y2ß0 + Ysßi)

A
1#3 Yzßi + Ysßol
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If the tirst-order singular arc suggested by [5.3.6] is minimizing then it

must satisfy the genemlized Legendre-Clebsch condition. We make use

of the necessary conditions derived by Goh [32], for singular extremals

involving multiple controls. The Fundamental Theorem of [32] states

that for each component of a minimizing singular extremal, a certain

matrix Q2 B2 be symmetric, and if this symmetry property is identically

satisüed then another matrix R4 must be positive semidetinite. For the

problem in hand, we get

0 iäi
R4 = Jxgp [xl: 'le 0 l

and Q2B2 is a (2 x 2) null matrix, which is tdvially symmetric. Clearly

R4 is positive semidetinite iff 2.,, is identically zero. Thus, along a ‘

minimizing singular subarc in addition to Äq and 2,, 2.p must also be zero.

Moreover, the ürst time derivatives of 2,,,2, and 2.,, which can now be

expressed as

2„=ur Ä,=ua Ä„=ue
must also be identically zero. This implies that p,,p2 and ug must

identically vanish along the singular subarc. Since,

ur = tw — ugq
#3 = #3P — #1 V

#3 = #17 * #3P
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first and higher time derivatives of 11,, lt, and ug are automatically zero.

Thus second and higher time derivatives of the switching functions

A, and A, , which are homogenous in ,u,, are zero and control does not

appear explicitly. Therefore, there exists no minimizirzg singular subarc

of ünite order.

Remarks .·

a) If an injinite order singular subarc [36] exists, then any admissible control

satisües the necessary conditions !

b) If the kinematics are represented by Euler angles instead of Euler

parameters, then intinite order singular arcs could be ruled out at all points

in state space except at those points where the geometric singularity of Euler

angles occuredi.

T One can overcome this difticulty by locally eliminating the possibility of intinite

order singular arcs using another Euler angle transformation (one which does not

suffer geometric singularities at that point in state space).

Over parameterization may be a possible reason why the inünite order singular

arc could not be eliminated for the case when the kinematics is represented by

Euler parameters.

The above comments were suggested by Dr. A. J. Krener.
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Noting that since the optimal choice of control rides the control constraint, one

may adequately describe the optimal control (M*, N*) using a single variable 6 .

Let,

M”°‘=cos6 and N*=a„sin6 0$6<21:.

° . . . . . . . ‘ ¤„/M,
An application of Minimum Prmciple gives tan 6 = Ü- , or

1

1 /1 21 1 [5.3.7]
«/ „/ (1.,/Iy)2 + (¤„»i1/@2

I
The Legendre-Clebsch condition

@2% _ / 2 2

is satisfied along an extremal path. ~

The state equations [5.2.4] and [5.2.5], the adjoint equations [5.3.3] and [5.3.4],

the optimality condition [5.3.7] and the boundary conditions [5.3.1] along with the

transversality condition

ach, ,f= 0 [$.3.8]

constitute a two-point boundary value problem (TPBVP).

Note that equations [5.2.5] and [5.3.4] have exact integrals,
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3 3

Zßiü) = 1 Zvi(¢) = C
i=Ü i=O

Clearly all admissible boundary conditions, ß„ and ßß, in [5.3.1] must satisfy the

above equality constraint. It is apparent that the kinematic constraint is

automatically enforced by the differential equations and need not be treated per

se, as was observed by Vadali [37]. The associated adjoints y, are not unique, for

detiniteness we normalize yo to unity at rf. With these moditications, the TPBVP ·

is well-posed and its solutions are extremal paths or candidate minimizcrs.

Numerical solutions of the TPBVP are obtained using a multiple shooting

algorithm.

5.4: Extremal Solutions

In this section, we examine the numerical solutions of the TPBVP embodying the

first-order necessary conditions for minimum time attitude control problem. In

particular, we examine the extremal solutions yielding the following maneuvers:

a) Body Axes Bank

b) Roll Around Velocity Vector

c) Fuselage Pointing
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The underlying rationale for the above classification is the prescribed boundary

conditions. However, as the ensuing results indicate these maneuvers are

intimately related.

A numerical survey of optimality conditions showed that, in general, there are

multiple extremal solutions for a given set of parameters. By varying the

. parameters we examine the extremal solution structure, which is found to be

fairly intricate. The domain of admissible control is deformed parametrically to

allow roll control and its effect on extremal solutions is studied. Further, we

present a systematic procedure to obtain-time optimal bang-bang solutions. The

above discussion provides a general framework of the results and now we shall

examine, in some detail, the preceding notions.

Multiple ExtremalSolutionsWith

zero allowable roll control, i.e., the control vector lives in S2, , the roll

dynamics is governed solely through the gyroscopic cross-coupling term Jxqr.

Thus, the pitch q and / or yaw r motion must dynamically shape the roll motion

p. One may anticipate that for some maneuvers the pitch motion plays a

dominating role ( acts control-like ) while the yaw motion plays a subservient role

in controlling roll. Depending on boundary conditions, these roles can be

interchangeable. This dichotomy in the assumed dominant role in governing roll

motion yields multiple extremal solutions. Furthermore, certain spatial

symmetries exist in performing a given maneuver, which also give rise to multiple
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extremal solutions. ln order to exhibit these features, we present the following

numerical example.

Example 5.1

For the following prescribed values of the parameters:

lx = 0.162 I}, = 0.865 [Z = 1.0

ll’o=0° 6o=0° ¢o=O°

l//]*:00 90°

an = 0.7 ,

we obtained the following six distinct extremal solutions, occurring as pairs.

i) Extremal 1 and 2 : labeled as F1 and G1, bothperform the maneuver with

1}*:5.42. Figures [3la-d] show the Fl extremal trajectories and the control

histories.

ii) Extremal 3 and 4 : labeled as F2 and G2, both perform the maneuver with

1}*:5.71. Figures [32a-d] show the F2 extremal trajectories and the control

histories.

iii) Extremal 5 and 6 : labeled as F3 and G3, both perform the maneuver with

1}*:5.98. Figures [33a-d] show the F3 extremal trajectories and the control

histories.

The extremal pairs ( Fi , Gi i = l, 2, 3 ) obey the following relationship.
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p<¢>*"* = p<·«>“*
q<«>"’*

= - q<¢>‘** r<«>*“* = —— r<«>***

M(T)(G) = _ N(.[)(G) = _ N(.,_.)(F)

where (.)('7 refers to extremal Fi and (.)(G) refers to extremal Gi ( same i ).

Some insight about the character of these extremal solutions can be inferred. One

can construct simple admissible (not optimal) trajectories to perform the Body

axes Bank of 90** using a composite of single axis rotations. For example, if we

start out with wings level and pitch up 90** followed by yaw right by 90** followed

by a pitch down of 90**, it amounts to a body axis bank of 90**. Similarly a

spatially symmetric admissible trajectory is obtained by first pitching down

followed by yawing leß and followed by pitch up sequence of single axis rotations. .

With some reservations, we compare the character of the above described

composite trajectory to that exhibited by the extremal pair (F l,Gl). The

"dominating" pitch up and pitch down sequence is observed in Figure [31a].
W

Analogous to the above composite, another pair of admissible trajectories can be

synthesized by first yawing right (left for the spatially symmetric trajectory)

followed by a pitch down (up) followed by a yaw Ieß (right) to obtain the desired

bank. The extremal pair (F2,G2) reflects the character suggested by the

yaw·pitch-yaw composite. The "dominating” yaw right and yaw left sequence is

observed in Figure [32a]. The extremal pair (F3,G3) is inherently a complex

multi-axis maneuver and could not be associated with a simple composite.
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ln the above motivating example we considered a relatively simple maneuver.

This maneuver highlights the reasons for multiple extremal solutions.

Subsequently, we will analyze maneuvers of practical interest, but first we study
u

the effect of allowing some roll control in minimum time attitude control problem.

I
Introduction ofRoll Control

The above analysis is based on limiting the control vector to Q, . It is of interest

to study the extremal solution structure as we parametrically deform the control

constraint set to permit nonzero values of roll control, L. The motivation is to

investigate the behavior of the extremal solutions for small values of maximum

available roll control and compare these to the case with no roll control. Further,

as we increase the roll control authority we expect the multiple solution structure

to change as the roll dynamics are governed predominantly through rolling
I

.

moment and to a lesser degree through the gyroscopic cross-coupling term. With

these objectives in mind we analyze the optimal control problem stated in the _

_ preceding section but allow the domain of admissible control to be Q,. For small

values of the parameter a,, the geometry of the hodograph space is a "thin"

ellipsoid. It is clear from arguments presented earlier that optimal choice of

control must almost always lie on the surface of this ellipsoid. Minimization of

J? over
Q2.

gives the following algebraic conditions:
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L_
= _ afzp/1,

„/

= · [5.4.1]

Nr = p

«/Thestate equations [5.2.4]-[5.2.5], adjoint equations [5.3.3]·[5.3.4], boundary

conditions [5.3.1] and [5.3.8] along with the optimality condition [5.4.1] detines '

the TPBVP, embodying the tirst-order necessary conditions for optimality.

As numerical evidence we present a one parameter family of solutions, with a, or

maximum available roll control as the parameter. We consider the maneuver of

Body axes Bank of 900 presented in Example 5.1. Optimal cost 1} for different

extremal solutions is shown as a function of (maximum roll control influence)

in Figure [34]. Points along the vertical axis represents the case with ”zero roll

control and the cost of the six extremal solutions of Example 5.1 are shown. By

introducing roll control we do not destroy the symmetry exhibited by the

extremals Fi and Gi, thus the two distinct extremals yield the same cost. With

some direct roll control available, the body axis bank can be achieved via a single

axis roll maneuver, representing a possible extremal solution. Clearly, for

“small" values of roll control influence (-% < 0.3) it is advantageous to perform

the maneuver using the multi axis extremal solutions. The trajectories for the F2
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and G2 extremals asymptotically approach the single axis maneuver for values

er fl- > 0.3.lr

Further, the extremal solution can be made arbitrarily close to the extremal

solution obtained with zero roll control by choosing a small enough value of a,.

ln particular, there is pointwise convergence of extremal trajectory and control.

Thus, the zero roll control extremal solutions are representative of features to be

expected with small values of available roll control.

The results of this study show the complexity of the extremal solution structure. ·
”

At the point labeled A in Figure [34], the extremal families (Fl,Gl) cross (F2,G2)

and four distinct extremal solutions exists yielding the same cost, indicating the

existence of Darboux Points. The extremal families (Fl,Gl) coalesce with the '

extremal families (F3,G3) at the point B and these solutions could not be

extended for higher values of $5.

Roll Around the Velocity Vector

Since we arc dealing with motion about the center of mass, for purpose of

discussion, we may hypothesize the relative velocity V„, of the center of mass is

along the negative x" direction (see Figure [30]). A "pure" or constrained Roll

around the Velocity Vector (RVV) may be envisioned as a single axis rotation

about the x" axis with the initial pitch attitude being oz . Geometrically, this

implies that the nose of the aircraft traverses an arc of a circle and x" lies on the
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surface of cone with half angle oz, pivoted at the center of mass. For definiteness,

the following boundary conditions are specified:

*//0:00

900

The unconstrained RVV maneuver is one which satisfies the above boundary

conditions but the nose of the aircraft is not constrained to describe the arc of

circle. Note the Body axis Bank of90** is a special member of the above class of

maneuvers obtained by setting oz = O° . Also, note that the constrained maneuver

cannot be performed without roll control, i.e., when the control vector lives in

Q, . However, the unconstrairzed maneuver may be performed as the following

study indicates.

Extremal solutions to perform the urzconstrained RVV are examined as a function

of initial pitch attitude cz. The optimal cost 1-}* for the various extremal solutions

as a function of oz are shown in Figure [35]. On the vertical axis, corresponding
l

to value of oz = 0**, the cost of the extremal solutions of Example 5.1 are shown.
A

For nonzero values of tx, the "up"/"down" and the "right"/"left" symmetry

breaks down as is indicated by splitting of (F1,Gl) and (F3,G3) extremal pairs.

The extremal pair (F2,G2) yield the same cost despite the apparent loss of

symmetry.

Next, for a fixed value of cx, we introduce the roll control and compare the

extremal solutions for the constrained and uncorzstrained maneuvers as a function

of a,. For oz=45** we have three extremal solutions Fl, Gl and G3 (refer
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Figure[35]). We introduce roll control by allowing the domain of admissible

control to be Q2. The optimal cost 1} of the extremal solutions Fl, Gl and G3

are shown as a function of
-76%

in Figure [36]. The dashed line represents the

optimal cost 1} for the constrained maneuver. The unconstrained maneuver

outperforms the constrained maneuver for values of -2- < 0.25. For higher values

of —%, the optimal cost for the uncorzstrained and constrained maneuvers are

· close, although the extremal trajectories are quite different.

Fusclagc Pointing Mancuvcr

Our fuselage pointing maneuver can be regarded as a unconstrairzed RVV with a

"free" final value of bank angle $}. The necessary condition for optimality

requires that the associated adjoint variable ld, be zero at final time 1}* .

However, in the light of multiple extremal solutions, some caution needs to be

exercised as the following study indicates.

For a fixed value of oz, consider an uncorzstrained RVV obtained in the preceding

subsection. For example, consider the Fl extremal for oz = 45** (refer Figure [35]).

The final value of bank angle $} for this extremal is prescribed to be 90**. We

study the minimum time $} - family of extremal solutions, for fixed values of the

remaining boundary conditions, i.e., $0 = 0** , 60 = 45** , $0 = 0** and

:/1}= 45** , 6}= 0**. The optimal cost 1} as a function of prescribed value of $} is

shown in Figure [37]. The dashed line represents the final value of adjoint

variable ld, . Clearly, there are four "natural" or "free" values of $} ,
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corresponding to the four zero "crossing" of the final value of A4. Two of these

correspond to local maxima and two to local minima. The global minimum

corresponds to a ¢>/:35** yielding an optimal cost 1}:3.11. This cost is

substantially lower than the one corresponding to ¢>f= 90** ( 1}:4.36).

Bang-Bang Control I

In some applications of interest control moments may be generated by reaction

control systems such as, pairs of throttleable steering jets. In the event these are

mounted body fixed and aligned along the principle moments of inertia directions

then the rigid body rotational dynamics are described by equations [5.2.4]. The

domain of admissible control may then be modelled by control constraint set like

Q4. It is well known that time-optimal trajectories use bang~bang control, if one

can rule out the possibility of singular subarcs. U_sing Theorem [5.1] one can

eliminate the possibility of singular subarcs with both controls M and N singular.

However, there is a possibility that one control is singular and the other

bang-bang. Barring this possibility, the optimality condition, obtained by the

minimization of af over Q4 gives

M°°‘
= — sgn().q)l N" = —- sgn().,)a,, . [5.4.2]

Solutions of TPBVP with [5.4.2] as optimality conditions, in general pose

numerical .difficulties. As an alternate method, one may obtain extremal

solutions by using the following numerical scheme. For a pre-determined

switching structure, use the switching times as parameters and minimize the final
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time subject to the boundary conditions [5.3.1]. The optimality of the resulting

trajectory is veritled using the Minimum Principle [5.4.2]. ln general, for

nonlinear systems, such as the one considered here, apriori determination of

switching structure poses a serious difüculty.

To get a good guess of the switching structure we use the scheme proposed in

Chapter Four. The control constraint set Q, is deformed to approximate Q4 by

using the control constraint set Q3. This is done by using the parameter C used

in the definition of Q3. For C = 1.0, Q3 = Q, and for large values of C, Q3:Q4.

Thus we solve a number of intermediate problems with allowable control out of

Q3 with C as the continuation parameter. For C sufficiently large, the switching

structure becomes readily apparent. .

Minimization of J? over Q3 gives · _

4.
M,

= _ S2¤(1.,)[¤bS(1.,/1,)] 2:-1

2C-l + a 2C-l 2C[(1/1)
ZZ

(,,1/1)
ZZ ll-

. q y Z Z
1 [5.4.3]

N, Se¤(1,)¤„[abS(¤„1.,/1,)] 2:-1
-

_
4. 4. 4[(1.,/13,) 2:-1 + (¤„1„/12) 2:-1 l 2C

as the optimality condition.

As numerical evidence to support the above mentioned ideas, we present the

following study. Recall the extremal F1 for the unconstrained RVV for oz = 45°
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is a time-optimal solution obtained with the control vector limited to Q,(O.7). The

objective is to obtain the time-optimal solution for the same boundary conditions

as above but now with the control vector limited to Q,,(0.7). To obtain a guess

value for the switching structure, we introduce the control constraint set

Q,(0.7, Z). A series of intermediate optimal control problems are solved for values

of Z > 1.0. The resulting control time histories are shown in Figure [38a-b], for

Z = 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0. lt is evident from these plots that a clear switching structure

emerges at a value of Z = 3.0. Using this switching structure, the time-optimal

bang·bang solution is obtained with relative ease.

5.5: Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we examined the problem of minimum time attitude control of a
T

rigid aircraft. A numerical survey of optimality conditions, with zero allowable

roll control, revealed that there are several distinct extremal solutions. The nature

of the extremal solution depends on whether pitch motion or yaw motion assumes

the responsibility to dynamically shape the roll motion. Moreover, for some

boundary conditions, for example the Body Axis Bank of 90°, certain spatial

symmetries exist in executing the given maneuver. Thus, in such cases the

extremal solutions occur as spatiallv symmetric pairs. Furthermore, extremal

solutions were examined as the control space is deformed to allow roll control.

It was concluded that small amount of roll control does not signiticantly alter the
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extremal solution structure. Thus, zero roll control extremal solutions are
I

representative of the features to be expected with small values of roll control.

Maneuvers of practical interest like the Roll Around the Velocity Vector and

Fuselage Poinzing maneuvers are analyzed. The optimal time to execute the

unconstrained RVV is signiücantly less than the constrained maneuver for small

values of roll control. Analysis of Fuselage Pointing maneuver shows that there

are four "natural" or "free" values of the bank attitude ¢>f , two of these

correspond to local minima and the other two to local maxima. In general, the

extremal solution structure for the problem of attitude control using only two

controllers is intricate and some care is required in analysis.
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Chapter 6: Summary and Discussion

6.1: Introduction

In the present research effort, we investigate the problem of optimal rotational

maneuvers for a rigid body. The distinguishing feature of this study, which sets

it apart from existing literature, is that we examine the possibility of controlling

arbitrary angular motion in the absence of direct control over one of the angular .

velocity components. This is achieved by gradually increasing the complexity of

the optimal control problems investigated. The important results of each phase

are summarized in the concluding remarks section of Chapters Two through Five.

There is a unifying theme and the salient features are reiterated in the following

sub-section.
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6.2: Nature of Optimal Solutions

The common thread, of the various optimal control problems investigated herein,

is the rich extremal solution structure. A key result is the field of extrcmals

originating from a fixed point in state space does not, in general, provide a simple

cover in the space of end conditions. There is an abundance of extremal solutions.

This arises due to a fundamental dichotomy which exists in the mechanism for

controlling roll motion. The nature of the optimal trajectory depends on whether

pitch motion or yaw motion assumes the dominating role in controlling roll

motion. In the case of attitude control problem, spatial symmetries which exist in

executing a maneuver contribute to the rich extremal structure.

Usually a single sub-family of extremal solutions could not be extended for the

entire range of boundary conditions. In particular, the various extremal

sub-families exist in well defined regions of parameter space, i.e., they are
l

contained in envelopes. Naturally, no single sub-family provided the minimizing
I

solution over the range of boundary conditions. The "crown of royalty”

. associated with global minimality, passed from one sub-family of extremal

solutions to another at a Darboux Point.

Numerical evidence suggests that introducing small amount of available roll

control does not signiücantly alter the extremal solution structure. Thus, zero roll
2

control extremal solutions are representative of features to be expected with small

amount of roll control.
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6.3: Suggestions for Future Research

The next logical step towards understanding the optimal rotational maneuvers for

super-maneuverable aircraft is to incorporate a realistic aerodynamic model into

the rigid-body dynamics. Further, it is of interest to refine the thrust—vectoring

model. Study of optimal maneuvers in the presence of aerodynamics and realistic

modelling of available control is anticipated to be a challenging task.
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